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T.T.T.
Jeg har skrevet et sted,
hvor jeg daglig må se,
det manende tankesprog:
T.T.T.
Når man føler hvor lidet
man når med sin ﬂid,
er det nyttigt at mindes, at
Ting Tar Tid.
Put up in a place
where it's easy to see
the cryptic admonishment:
T.T.T.
When you feel how depressingly
slowly you climb,
it's well to remember that
Things Take Time.
Piet Hein
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Preface
This thesis presents a selection of the research work conducted during
my Ph.D. study from June 15th, 2010 until December 6th, 2013.
The project was mainly done in the Networks Technology and Service
Platforms group, at the Department of Photonics Engineering, Tech-
nical University of Denmark under supervision of Associate Professors
Michael S. Berger and Sarah Ruepp.
A 6 months research stay took place at Bell Laboratories, Alcatel-
Lucent in Dublin, Ireland, under supervision of Dr. David López-Pérez
and Dr. Holger Claussen.
This Ph.D. study, the external research stay and participation in
international conferences was ﬁnanced by the Technical University of
Denmark, The Danish Advanced Technology Foundation through project
SAIRS "Standard Agnostic Intelligent Radio Systems for the High Ca-
pacity Wireless Internet", as well as travel grants from Otto Mønsteds
Fond, Oticon Fond, P. A. Fiskers Fond and ACM N2 Women.
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Abstract
Current and future mobile networks will constitute of multiple coexisting
Radio Access Technologies (RATs), cells of diﬀerent size (macro-, metro-,
pico-, femtocells) forming a Heterogeneous Network (HetNet), and Base
Stations (BSs) of various architectures. This thesis addresses diﬀerent
aspects of mobile networks and focuses on the main challenges resulting
from their heterogeneity.
To eﬀectively manage this diversity, a novel hierarchical approach
considering all types of resources, spectral, optical and computational is
proposed. The generic framework covers all kinds of network heterogene-
ity and can be beneﬁcial at any stage of network deployment or operation.
Furthermore, a dedicated study of RAT selection and resource allocation
is performed and a new optimisation model is introduced and evaluated.
The results show a signiﬁcant reduction of number of handovers at the
cost of a slight throughput degradation, which leads to a more stable
connectivity in multi-RAT environments.
A new HetNet architecture with control and user plane separation is
thoroughly evaluated. The study focuses on the soft-pilot requirements
and assignment problem, which is solved using a proposed optimisation
model and a number of heuristic approaches. The analysis for a number
of deployment scenarios demonstrates the feasibility of this architecture.
Furthermore, the obtained results show the potential beneﬁts of the new
architecture in terms of mobility management and energy eﬃciency.
Network sharing has become a common strategy among network op-
erators and it is important to evaluate the beneﬁts of such cooperation.
A teletraﬃc theory analysis for various network dimensioning approaches
is provided and based on the results clear recommendations are given.
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All the presented concepts are standard agnostic, meaning that they
can be applied to any RAT, including technologies that have the potential
to become part of the next generation mobile networking. This makes
the proposed solutions universal and in line with the current trends to
design future mobile networks.
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Resumé
Nuværende og fremtidige mobilnet vil bestå af multiple, sameksisterende
Radio Access Teknologiers (RAT), forskellige cellestørrelser (makro-, me-
tro-, pico- og femtoceller) udgørende et heterogent net (HetNet), samt
forskellige basestationsarkitekturer. Denne afhandling behandler forskel-
lige aspekter af mobilnet med fokus på de vigtigste udfordringer skabt
af denne heterogenitet.
Til eﬀektivt at styre denne diversitet, foreslås her en nyskabende
hierarkisk metode, der tager alle ressourcer, spektrale, optiske og pro-
cessorkraft, i betragtning. Dette generiske framework dækker alle former
for netværksheterogenitet og kan være gavnlig i alle faser af netværks-
udrulning og drift. Ydermere er et dedikeret studie af RAT-selektion og
ressourceallokering blevet udført og en ny optimeringsmodel introduc-
eres og evalueres. Resultaterne viser en signiﬁkant reduktion i antallet
af handovers på bekostning af et mindre fald i throughput, hvilket fører
til mere stabile forbindelser i multi-RAT miljøer.
En ny HetNet-arkitektur med adskilt control- og user-plane bliver
undersøgt grundigt. Studier her fokuserer på problemet med krav til og
tildeling af soft-pilot, og der foreslås en optimeringsmodel samt et antal
heuristikker. En analyse af en række udrulningsscenarier demonstrerer
anvendeligheden af denne arkitektur. Ydermere viser resultaterne de
potentielle fordele ved denne arkitektur med hensyn til mobility man-
agement og energieﬀektivitet.
Netværksdeling er efterhånden blevet en udbredt strategi for oper-
atører og det er vigtigt at få undersøgt fordelene ved sådan et samarbe-
jde. Her foretages en teletraﬁkteoretisk analyse af forskellige tilgange til
netværksdimensionering, hvilket udmunder i konkrete anbefalinger.
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Alle de præsenterede koncepter er standard-uafhængige, hvilket vil
sige, at de kan anvendes på enhver RAT inklusive teknologier, der har
potentialet til at blive brugt i næste generations mobilnet. Dette gør de
foreslåede løsninger universelle og i tråd med aktuelle tendenser i design
af fremtidens mobilnet.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
We observe signiﬁcant changes within the ﬁeld of wireless communica-
tion nowadays. It could be best described as an accelerating evolution
of wireless networks driven by signiﬁcantly growing user demands. With
very fast proliferation of mobile devices and a plethora of new services,
users require access any time, anywhere and with any kind of device.
Therefore, providing a truly ubiquitous access through integration of
various wireless standards with cells of diﬀerent sizes, and building one
consistent and compatible broadband system is a major goal of wireless
communication. Equipment vendors, mobile operators, as well as stan-
dardisation bodies such as Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engi-
neers (IEEE) and Third Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) focus
their research eﬀorts towards providing seamless service and meeting the
rapidly growing end-user expectations. However, before such agnostic
wireless systems independent from underlying technology come into life,
a number of challenges related to network diversity in terms of standards,
cell size and network architecture need to be overcome.
1.1 Background
Evolution of wireless systems has led to the development of heteroge-
neous networks, where heterogeneity can be deﬁned in a number of di-
mensions. First, as a set of coexisting and cooperating Radio Access
Technologies (RATs), such as Global System for Mobile communica-
tion (GSM), High Speed Packet Access (HSPA), Long Term Evolu-
1
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2 Introduction
tion (LTE), and Wireless Fidelity (WiFi). Secondly, a network can be
comprised of cells of various sizes, e.g. macro-, metro-, pico- and femto-
cells that form multi-tier Heterogeneous Networks (HetNets)1. Another
type of diversity comes from the main point of the Radio Access Net-
work (RAN), which is the Base Station (BS) itself. It can be built in
many diﬀerent ways. For instance BSs can have closely connected or
more separated Radio Frequency (RF) and Baseband (BB) processing
units. Further on, from a hardware and software perspective, they can
utilise products manufactured by diﬀerent vendors and ﬁnally oﬀer the
end-users huge variety of services with diverse Quality of Service (QoS).
This thesis considers these three aspects of mobile heterogeneous net-
works. Following subsections will introduce them more in detail and
discuss key features together with main research challenges and thesis
contributions in each of the areas.
1.1.1 Multi-RAT Networks
The past thirty years have seen increasingly rapid advances in the ﬁeld
of mobile communication. Since the introduction of Nordic Mobile Tele-
phony (NMT) in 1981 recognized also as First Generation (1G), mobile
systems have undergone multiple upgrades driven by the increasing users
and market requirements. The widely deployed Second Generation (2G)
mobile networks introduced Short Message Service (SMS) and data en-
hancement in subsequent technologies, i.e., General Packet Radio Ser-
vice (GPRS) and Enhanced GPRS (EDGE). The Third Generation (3G)
family of mobile networks oﬀers much higher data rates when compared
with predecessors, and therefore enables services such as video stream-
ing or podcasting, and makes data services more common. Finally,
Long Term Evolution-Advanced (LTE-A) and IEEE 802.16m known as
Wireless Interoperability for Microwave Access (WiMAX) 2.0 or Wireless
MAN-Advanced are classiﬁed as Fourth Generation (4G) technologies, as
they meet International Telecommunication Union-Radiocommunications
Sector (ITU-R) requirements set towards International Mobile Telecom-
munications Advanced (IMT-Advanced) mobile systems (peak data rate
of 100 Mbps and 1 Gbps for low and high mobility scenarios, respec-
tively) [17].
1The term heterogeneous network covers all types of heterogeneity, whereas HetNet
refers to a network with diﬀerent cell sizes.
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Figure 1.1: Multi-RAT network.
As a result of such evolution, today the wireless landscape is to a high
extent shaped by a mixture of various RATs, as presented in Fig. 1.1.
The work on multi-RAT systems started with the development of Uni-
versal Mobile Telecommunication System (UMTS) [18] and gained much
attention with the appearance of WiMAX [19, 20]. The goal was to
provide seamless interworking of diﬀerent RATs within one multi-RAT
system. Since 3GPP LTE Release 8 integration with both, 3GPP and
non-3GPP technologies is also possible. While the other 3GPP networks,
e.g., UMTS, are integrated directly via the Serving Gateway (S-GW),
the non-3GPP access technologies can be connected to the S-GW via the
Packet Data Network Gateway (P-GW) [21,22].
Considerable research eﬀorts have been dedicated to address the chal-
lenges of multi-RAT networks related to interworking, Radio Resource
Management (RRM) and Always Best Connected (ABC) paradigm.
Interworking
Users and network operators could greatly beneﬁt from a ﬂexible multi-
RAT platform. The ﬁrst ones are able to choose the service based not
only on the connection quality but also a set of other parameters in-
cluding the service cost as well. On the network side, it increases the
overall network capacity and allows for a better traﬃc load balancing
among RATs. As a result, cooperation between RATs leads to better
performance of the network as a whole when compared to individual
ones. However, integrating diﬀerent technologies is the major step that
needs to be undertaken to achieve it.
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4 Introduction
In the literature, there are many diﬀerent proposals of creating an
interworking architecture between various RATs [20, 2325]. A com-
mon approach is to deﬁne the cooperation levels that diﬀer in terms
of network architecture and supported interworking functions, starting
from the simplest level of loose coupling, where both systems share only
a common billing centre, to very tight coupling, that allows the users to
handover between the RATs in a seamless way. Diﬀerent levels presented
in detail in [24] are summarized below.
a) Visited Network Service Access
In this mode, users are allowed to use the services oﬀered by the
other network. It requires Authentication, Authorisation and Ac-
counting (AAA) procedures between both networks, which can be
achieved thanks to a ﬂexible framework oﬀering multiple authenti-
cation procedures. An example could include a mobile User Equip-
ment (UE) accessing a WiFi hotspot.
b) Intersystem Service Access
The cooperation between the networks is closer due to a centralized
billing and authentication functions. However, it does not oﬀer a han-
dover so the services in progress are dropped while switching between
the two networks. In the example scenario, services oﬀered by both
networks could be used simultaneously.
c) Intersystem Service Continuity
Referred also as tight coupling, this model supports inter-RAT mo-
bility management and requires both networks to interact in a tight
way, such that a user is guaranteed a continuous service after a ver-
tical handover. However, delays may be experienced.
d) Intersystem Seamless Service Continuity
Finally, this is the highest degree of interworking providing seamless
handover between the RATs. It requires a very low latency and there-
fore, fast end eﬀective mechanisms are needed on the link and net-
work layer. These include network discovery procedures in particular
for single radio terminals2, pre-authentication schemes, eﬃcient radio
resource management and information exchange. The very tight cou-
pling enables such features as load balancing between the two RATs.
2The terms UE and terminal are used interchangeably throughout this thesis.
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1.1 Background 5
A similar approach to diﬀerentiate the levels of network coexistence
proposed in [23] was a modular cooperative concept based on common
RRM and Generic Link Layer (GLL) [26], which is a universal layer for all
the cooperating RATs. GLL provides a set of necessary functionalities,
e.g., dynamic scheduling, and this way enables the convergence of RATs.
As indicated, LTE provided the possibility to interconnect with both
3GPP and non-3GPP wireless access in Release 8. Nevertheless, the work
on integration with WiFi is still ongoing and latest initiatives include
IEEE 802.11u amendment [27], which facilitates automatic and seamless
connectivity to WiFi hotspots, thus signiﬁcantly improving the user
Quality of Experience (QoE).
The extensive work in the interworking area presented above opens
the list of tool set that are necessary to provide ubiquitous experience.
Radio Resource Management
Convergence of diﬀerent wireless networks requires more eﬃcient re-
source management and control procedures within the heterogeneous
platform. An important challenge resulting from interworking RATs is
the design of common functionalities to manage the multiradio environ-
ment, e.g., RAT selection and load balancing, especially for tighter types
of coupling.
Several studies and projects were carried out to develop an RRM
system that would cope with the diversity introduced by multiple RATs.
To this end, diﬀerent concepts were proposed over the years, including
a reconﬁgurable multi-RAT BS adapting to user traﬃc type and selecting
the best combination of serving RATs [28] and a number of management
platforms for interworking systems [2931].
The research on RRM systems has tended to solely focus on multi-
RAT networks, including such aspects as RAT selection and load balanc-
ing. However, it has not considered the other types of network hetero-
geneity. Therefore, future management systems need to be redesigned
to account for the new network resources such as optical or computa-
tional and deployment directions including, e.g., Self-Organising Net-
work (SON) concept, where the networks are able to constantly adjust
their parameters based on past and current observation of performance.
i
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6 Introduction
Always Best Connectivity
One of the major components of an interworking scenario is proper se-
lection of the serving RAT and cell. A set of important requirements
was deﬁned under the term ABC, where a user is supposed to be always
oﬀered the best connection in terms of not only network resources and
coverage but also device type or personal preferences [32]. This calls
for an eﬃcient network discovery and selection in a multi-RAT scenario,
where multimode terminals support a variety of RATs and are able to
switch between them in a seamless way thanks to advanced support for
AAA and mobility.
Clearly, very tight cooperation among various RATs is required to
achieve the goal of providing a ubiquitous service in line with the ABC
paradigm. For this reason, an RRM system is highly needed to control
the cooperating networks and help to assign the best RAT to the end
user. The assignment should be performed seamlessly, i.e., without af-
fecting or interrupting the ongoing service, thus oﬀering the end-users
ubiquitous experience. As mentioned before, full integration of vari-
ous access networks is supported since 3GPP LTE Release 8. Network
discovery is facilitated by Access Network Discovery and Selection Func-
tion (ANDSF) [22], whose goal is to assist the UEs to perform access
network discovery in an eﬃcient way. The information about available
networks may be sent over a secure signalling connection by the entity
in the so-called push mode, thus saving the battery life of UEs, or be
retrieved by themselves in the pulling procedure [33].
Even though considerable research eﬀort was put to address the chal-
lenges in the above areas, the research problems remain open today due
to increase of network complexity driven by two more types of network
heterogeneity, which are introduced in the following sections.
This thesis addresses the above challenge and proposes a new network
resource management system aligned with the development directions of
the mobile networks. The framework introduced in Chapter 2 allows
management of diﬀerent kinds of network resources and is compatible
with the principles of SON and cognitive networks.
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1.1 Background 7
In this thesis, multi-RAT networks are considered to work in a very
tight coexistence mode, thereby enabling synergistic cooperation. In or-
der to ensure always best connectivity, a number of studies proposed
and investigated a variety of optimisation procedures facilitating the op-
timal choice of RAT [3436]. However, these proposals consider one-time
optimisation scenarios and are characterised by heuristic features. Chap-
ter 3 of this thesis reviews the current methods of serving cell selection in
multi-RAT environment, and proposes and evaluates a new optimisation
model addressing the current gaps.
1.1.2 Heterogeneous Networks
With the ever growing traﬃc in mobile networks [37], there is an urgent
need to increase the network capacity and meet the user demands. One
of the ways to achieve that is through further network densiﬁcation and
bringing the network closer to the user. Deploying more macro sites,
however, is not an attractive approach, due to high Capital Expenditure
(CAPEX) and Operational Expenditure (OPEX) costs that are related
to such network upgrade. Therefore, deploying Low Power Nodes (LPNs)
in the areas that experience much higher demands due to the high density
of users, e.g., shopping malls or airports, is a much more feasible solution.
These small cells, i.e., metro-, pico- and femtocells, overlay the macrocell
and form the so-called HetNet that can greatly improve the coverage and
capacity of a network [38]. A HetNet can be further extended with relay
nodes or WiFi hotspots, which also makes it a multi-RAT network. Small
cells create the opportunity to ooad mobile traﬃc and equipping small
cells with WiFi module oﬀers even better traﬃc management.
Small cells can greatly boost the network capacity but this gain comes
at the price of a number of challenges [39, 40]. Dense and very often
uncoordinated deployment in case of femtocells makes the network man-
agement very complex and thus developing eﬃcient SON mechanisms
is a must. These autonomous procedures can for example coordinate
interference aﬀecting parameters in co-channel deployment [41], control
coverage [42] or the energy eﬃciency related performance. As a result,
a node can be automatically put into sleep mode during, e.g., low traﬃc
hours [4345]. Last but not least, one of the features that clearly dif-
ferentiates small cells fromWiFi hotspots, which is support for mobility,
i
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Figure 1.3: Control and user plane split in HetNets.
poses many problems in the new scenario [46]. Much higher number
of cells in a given area signiﬁcantly increases the number of handovers
and cell (re)selections. Since the coverage of LPNs is much smaller than
macro sites, it creates a threat especially towards cell edge and high mo-
bility users resulting in increased signalling and degraded performance,
e.g., ping-pongs, handover and Radio Link Failures (RLFs).
A very recent proposal of a new HetNet architecture is based on
the functional split of Control Plane (C-plane) that transmits system
and connection related signals and User Plane (U-plane) that handles
user data [4749]. In this scenario, macrocells are responsible for the
C-plane for the UEs of their underlying small cells, which provide the
data connection to the users as schematically shown in Fig. 1.3. In this
new architecture, the cell (re)selections are controlled by the macrocell.
As a result, the proposal has very important implications for tackling
the mobility problem described above, and will thus help to signiﬁcantly
improve the success rate of mobility events. To date, however, the archi-
tecture is at its infancy stage and further research is needed to quantify
the foreseen gains.
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Figure 1.4: Base station evolution.
One of the goals of this thesis is to study the new HetNet architecture
introduced above, investigate its feasibility and evaluate beneﬁts in terms
of mobility and energy eﬃciency. The analysis is presented in Chapter 4.
1.1.3 Base Station Architectures
Besides huge capacity demands, the operators face nowadays another sig-
niﬁcant challenge, which is the increasing cost related to network deploy-
ment, operation and maintenance. Parallel operation of various RATs
as well as the growing number of sites to a great extent contribute to
OPEX. The data traﬃc in mobile network constantly increases, and
with ﬂat rates the operators' goal is to reduce the cost per bit whenever
possible. Within a mobile network, it is the BS that generates the most
expenses due to such factors as cooling, site rental and signal processing
and it has been the main focus for cost reduction [50, 51]. Therefore,
in recent years there has been an increasing interest in new BS archi-
tectures that will bring the cost of running mobile networks down and
reduce the deployment costs of wireless access. Fig. 1.4 presents the
evolution of BS architecture from a conventional, through Distributed
Base Station (DBS) to the newest proposal of Cloud Radio Acces Net-
work (C-RAN). A clear separation of RF from BB processing is observ-
able.
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10 Introduction
Conventional Base Station
The most common in today's mobile infrastructure are the conventional
BSs, where an antenna mounted on a mast or a rooftop is connected
to the RF and Baseband Unit (BBU) over a coaxial cable. The pro-
cessing units are stored either under the BS tower or inside a building.
The coaxial cable connection introduces high power loss which in turn
results either in degraded performance or increased power consumption.
Therefore, there has been much industrial interest in addressing these
issues. The proposed solutions include more energy eﬃcient hardware,
e.g., smart cooling systems based on renewable energy sources [52], and
new BS architectures described below.
Distributed Base Station
In order to mitigate the losses and costs introduced by the coaxial cable
in conventional BS, vendors proposed a more distributed architecture
where RF unit is placed much closer to the antenna in the form of a
Remote Radio Head (RRH) that performs the analogue processing. This
way the lossy coaxial connection is much shorter and the connection from
the RRHs towards BBU is provided through an optical link and can be
realized using, e.g., Common Public Radio Interface (CPRI) [53] or Open
Base Station Architecture Initiative (OBSAI) [5456]. This architecture
oﬀers much higher deployment ﬂexibility, since the antenna location is
to a less extent constrained by the site location or length of the coaxial
cable as in the conventional centralized approach.
Cloud Radio Access Network
A step further towards lowering the costs associated with RAN can be
taken by aggregating BBUs in one physical location forming a so-called
BBU pool. In the Clean, Centralized C-RAN approach, many BBUs
can be shared among various BS sites. Since the individual BS are
dimensioned according to the peak traﬃc hours, because of sharing the
number of BBUs can be lowered when compared to DBS [50,51,57]. This
architecture brings a number of other immediate advantages. Thanks to
centralisation, the cost of site rental and energy consumption, as well us
network upgrades can be signiﬁcantly reduced. C-RAN supports multi-
i
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1.2 Thesis Structure 11
RAT networks and gives the possibility of connecting LPNs as well, thus
demonstrating very high degree of ﬂexibility and facilitating network
scalability. Common processing aids the functionalities that require tight
cooperation among BSs, e.g., handovers, Multiple Input Multiple Output
(MIMO) or Coordinated Multipoint (CoMP). However, it requires a
very good connection in the fronthaul, i.e., the link connecting RRH with
BBU. The requirements are that data rates should be above 10 Gbps and
latency lower than 0.5 ms [58]. Another important challenge concerns
the virtualisation of BBU pools and sharing strategies among diﬀerent
BSs sites, RATs and operators.
The variety of BS architectures provides the mobile operators ﬂexi-
bility when addressing particular deployment requirements. It needs to
be remembered though, that it also introduces another level of network
diversity and should be regarded when managing the overall network
resources.
Diﬀerent types of BS architectures are considered when designing
a generic network resource management system which is described in
Chapter 2. This requires taking into account not only radio, but also
optical and computational resources needed for BB processing, as intro-
duced in C-RAN.
Furthermore, since resource centralisation and virtualisation is a dis-
tinctive feature of C-RAN, it is important to analyse the inﬂuence of
resource sharing on the network performance as well as evaluate the
beneﬁts of the individual partners sharing the pool of resources. This
thesis provides such an analysis in Chapter 5.
1.2 Thesis Structure
This thesis addresses major technical challenges in the three intercon-
nected research areas outlined above. The overall thesis scope and par-
ticular areas of focus in every chapter is illustrated in Fig. 1.5. This
ﬁgure also indicates the Ph.D. publications that chapters are based on.
This thesis has been divided in seven chapters. Based on the deﬁni-
tions and introduction given in Chapter 1, Chapter 2 gives an overview
of RRM functionalities and platforms designed for multi-RAT systems.
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12 Introduction
It presents a novel generic network resource management framework ap-
plicable to all types of network heterogeneity as discussed in the Intro-
duction. Moreover, it allows for a uniﬁed management of all types of
resources, including radio, optical and computational. The framework
covers also SON and cognitive networks and example interworking ar-
chitectures are discussed.
Chapter 3 focuses on a speciﬁc aspect of RRM for such multi-RAT
platforms, which is optimal cell selection and providing always best con-
nectivity. A new joint optimisation model for cell selection and resource
allocation is proposed. The model adopts a double objective function
and takes into account handover decision dimension. This way it miti-
gates the heuristic character of the existing solutions. The performance
performance evaluation is provided through joint simulation and simul-
taneous optimisation.
Chapter 4 shifts the focus towards HetNets by introducing the con-
cept of dual connectivity. A description of the new architecture together
with an implementation proposal is discussed. Furthermore, feasibility
of the new approach is studied and evaluated using an example soft-pilot
signal and a proposed Integer Linear Programming (ILP) formulation for
an optimal assignment. Since the new architecture facilitates mobility
management and energy eﬃciency, potential gains in these two areas are
also discussed.
In Chapter 5, cellular systems with shared resources, e.g., C-RAN are
analysed. A cellular network is modelled as a circuit switched network
with direct routing. The inﬂuence of the degree of sharing on the network
performance is investigated for various network dimensioning strategies.
A quantitative study is performed and the beneﬁts of individual partners
are evaluated.
Finally, Chapter 6 concludes this thesis. The main results and con-
tributions are summarized and future research directions are indicated.
Furthermore, the emerging concept of Fifth Generation (5G) is charac-
terized. New technologies that could potentially enable 5G networking
are presented and reviewed together with the research and development
trends.
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Figure 1.5: Thesis overview.
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Chapter 2
Network Resource
Management
This chapter sets the background for network resource management and
introduces a novel universal approach to design a management system.
The proposed framework can be applied to any type of heterogeneous
network, like multi-RAT or HetNet and supports the new functionali-
ties of LTE-A such as CoMP, Carrier Aggregation (CA) and enhanced
Intercell Interference Coordination (eICIC). It is also BS architecture in-
dependent and is therefore applicable to conventional, DBS and C-RAN
deployments.
This chapter is organised as follows: After a brief introduction, an
overview of related work is given in 2.2. In Section 2.3 new requirements
towards management systems are discussed. Section 2.4 presents the
proposed management framework, and demonstrates its applicability to
all types of considered network heterogeneity. Furthermore, enhance-
ments taking into account features of SON and cognitive networks are
presented. In 2.5 an example implementation of the framework in an
multi-RAT network is shown and evaluation considerations are covered
in 2.6. Finally, the chapter is summarized in 2.7.
15
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Figure 2.1: Radio resource management functionalities.
2.1 Introduction
The role of an RRM system is to ensure proper operation of a RAN by
eﬃcient use of radio resources while meeting user demands and guaran-
teeing requested QoS. Figure 2.1 shows the core functionalities of such
systems, starting from network discovery and cell selection, through re-
source and power allocation, packet scheduling to congestion control and
load balancing [59].
Coexistence of various network technologies and architectures facili-
tates cooperation and joint management of resources. Consequently, it
leads to a better performance of a network as a whole, when compared
to a set of individual contributors. Hence, these functionalities are at
the same time important areas of research in wireless networking.
2.2 Related Work
Cooperative RRM systems are designed to control coexisting multi-RAT
networks, and their particular functionalities depend on the level of cou-
pling between diﬀerent networks. Most of the existing systems, such as
Common Radio Resource Management (CRRM) [30] which was devel-
oped within the EVEREST project [60], Joint Radio Resource Manage-
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2.3 Management Challenges 17
ment (JRRM) [29] or Multi-access Radio Resource Management (MRRM)
[31] [61] were proposed in a transition time when new RATs such as
GPRS, EDGE and UMTS started to be rolled out. Therefore, they
considered only one type of network heterogeneity based on multi-RAT.
The ﬁrst two of the aforementioned systems are centralized which
makes them very diﬃcult to implement, as they are characterized by
high latency and excessive signalling. CRRM introduces a two-level hi-
erarchy, where one local RRM entity is responsible for one cell, whereas
higher management entities, more central, coordinate the actions within
a number of cells. The degree of interaction and coupling between the
two layers are implementation speciﬁc. Naturally, the tighter the cooper-
ation, the better the results of joint management and optimisation over
a set of underlying cells.
The core concept behind JRRM is service splitting and simultane-
ous connection to two RATs. In this set-up, the data is cooperatively
delivered through both systems exploiting their advantages, for example
stable coverage and high data rates of 3G and WiFi, respectively. Both
traﬃc streams are managed in a joint way.
On the contrary, MRRM proposed a more distributed approach using
a set of cognitive agents. Another cognitive management concept based
on Software Deﬁned Radio (SDR) was introduced in the ARAGORN
project, where the entities can access all the network layers and per-
form management decisions with the help of an integrated optimisation
toolbox [62].
2.3 Management Challenges
As presented in Chapter 1 we are currently facing a new direction within
mobile networks development. With the introduction of small cells en-
hancing network capacity, new BS architectures, as well as new network
functionalities, network resource management has become much more
complex. New network management challenges can be divided into two
groups:
a) architectural, such as multiple tiers introduced by small cells and new
BS concepts,
b) functional, related to new features like CoMP,CA and eICIC in LTE-A.
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Figure 2.2: RAN management scope.
The scope of a network management system is illustrated in Fig. 2.2,
where the RAN is shown in more detail when compared to other parts
of the network architecture. The ﬁgure presents its complexity resulting
from heterogeneity of mobile networks nowadays. Therefore, as discussed
before, because of only a multi-RAT approach, previously proposed plat-
forms can not fulﬁl the new requirements entirely.
However, some of their features can be adopted to the new man-
agement frameworks, for example multihoming where a terminal is con-
nected to many RATs at a time (as proposed in JRRM) or the concept
of cognitive agents dealing with local optimisation (as in MRRM). Fur-
thermore, due to a signiﬁcant number of small cells, there is a high need
for cognitive network behaviour and management automation employing
SON mechanisms, as most of the Home eNodeBs (HeNBs) are out of the
operators' control. Moreover, recent developments have heightened the
need to consider a multitude of network resources. It is not only scarce
radio spectrum that needs to be managed carefully, but also, e.g., optical
and computational resources introduced in the new C-RAN architecture.
2.4 Management Framework
Resource management algorithms have various scope and time span de-
pending on the entity and functionality they act upon. Hence, we pro-
pose a novel approach to resource management by introducing a division
of diﬀerent management levels based on the time needed to perform cer-
tain control actions. In the general concept of such a structure four levels
are distinguished:
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2.4 Management Framework 19
a) Ultra-fast: actions at millisecond time scale,
b) Fast: actions that need seconds to take an eﬀect,
c) Slow: less frequent actions happening in minutes/hours.
d) Ultra-slow: global actions performed very rarely, often within days or
months, usually requiring manual operation.
By ultra-fast and ultra-slow term the fastest and the slowest stages
are denoted. The granularity of the levels is ﬂexible, depends on the
implementation preferences and network deployment, and is operator
speciﬁc. One may introduce additional levels, as for example super-fast,
if necessary.
2.4.1 Resource Diversity
As mobile networks are enhanced with new features and new architec-
tures are being proposed, new resource management schemes need to
be developed as well. The new framework should also take into account
other types of resources besides radio, which makes designing a universal
resource management platform even more challenging. The framework
presented above is applicable to a number of diﬀerent network resource
types, including:
a) spectral,
b) optical,
c) computational.
The framework allows treating network resources globally, as they are
tightly interconnected and for instance a decision in the radio domain
may aﬀect the optical part of the network.
Management of radio resources was introduced at the beginning of
this chapter. In the DBS and C-RAN fronthaul, i.e., the connection be-
tween an RRH and a BBU, poses numerous challenges. It requires a very
fast interface with low latency to handle transmission of BB signals. En-
suring enough resources for fronthaul and backhaul is a deployment and
maintenance task.
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Lastly, managing processing power within a BBU pool is one of the
key challenges posed by the new C-RAN architecture. Proper network
dimensioning leading to optimal utilisation of computing resources and
allowing scalable upgrades becomes one of major network design steps.
Since all the resources within the pool are shared among all connected
RRHs, virtualisation of the processing units and their dynamic allocation
to RRHs to deal with the changing load and traﬃc patterns is needed in
real-time.
2.4.2 Management Functionalities
As introduced above, four levels of management granularity are pro-
posed. Fig. 2.3 illustrates a time-scale along with some selected cor-
responding resource management procedures. For example scheduling
along with CoMP needs to be performed on a millisecond basis whereas
network planning and maintenance are more long-term actions. Let us
note, that the division is not explicit as some of the functionalities are
very ﬂexible in time, for instance a network fault may take from hun-
dreds of milliseconds to even days to be recovered [63], depending on
its type and importance. Antenna tilting represents a similar case, as it
may be done very fast if controlled electrically or slower when it requires
manual operation. The functionalities in Fig. 2.3 are placed along the
time-scale in a way that represents average timing required for a speciﬁc
management task [58,6467].
2.4.3 Self-organising and Cognitive Aspects
Due to increasing network complexity with new RATs, network archi-
tectures, and multiple cell tiers, network management has become very
complex and it is one of the major challenges in mobile networks. To aid
that SON has been introduced to LTE in Release 8 [68] and its goal is
to automate most of the management procedures so as to make it faster
and lower the cost of operation. SONs have three distinctive features:
a) self-organisation,
b) self- optimisation,
c) self-healing.
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Figure 2.3: Management functionalities in time.
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Figure 2.4: Management framework integrating SON and cognitive properties.
A number of diﬀerent algorithms can be implemented to support SON
behaviour, for example those responsible for load balancing or coverage
optimisation. If resource utilisation in a cell becomes too high, it triggers
a handover for some connections so as to move them to a neighbouring
cell. Similarly, if too high interference is detected, a BS may adjust its
transmission power. These procedures can be performed in all the cells
leading to a more uniform traﬃc distribution and improved network
coverage.
Basic processes of SON, namely self-conﬁguration, self-healing and
self-optimisation ﬁt into our general framework, as illustrated on the left
side of Fig. 2.4. Self-conﬁguration and self-healing, depending on con-
ﬁguration complexity and fault importance, can be done at fast or slow
level, whereas self-optimisation is more applicable at ultra-fast and fast
speeds. As indicated in the ﬁgure, the scale of a decision increases with
the time that it takes. Very local actions are planned and performed
instantly and need to take an immediate eﬀect. On the other hand, de-
cisions that have impact on more network entities require longer planning
and execution time.
Modules at diﬀerent levels are connected via communication links en-
abling information exchange that facilitates taking the management deci-
sions. For example in order to perform load balancing, a management en-
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2.4 Management Framework 23
tity would need the information about the level of cell/sector/neighbour
load, available tiers (macrocells, pico- and femtocells), type of access
(open/closed subscriber group) and terminal capabilities. The modules
are then able to perform reasoning and decide upon certain actions, such
as the Mobility Load Balancing (MLB) mentioned above or Mobility Ro-
bustness Optimisation (MRO) aiming at minimising RLFs and limiting
the number of handovers that may lead to ping-pong eﬀect. Manage-
ment decisions can be executed locally or sent to a lower layer module
as indicated in Fig. 2.4. Therefore, modules can act as both, Policy
Decision Point (PDP) and Policy Enforcement Point (PEP) depending
on whether they take and send the decision or execute it following the
instructions of other modules.
The general network management trend is to automate as many pro-
cedures as necessary and make them time and cost eﬃcient. From this
perspective, SON may be slow in adapting to dynamically changing con-
ditions, as it may require manual updates of the algorithms. The next
step in self-organisation is introduced by cognitive approaches [69], where
management modules are able to learn based on current and past ob-
servations. This way self-organisation is not limited by the predeﬁned
algorithms and a system is able to adjust to any unexpected situations.
The cognitive concept when adapted to network management may
be much more beneﬁcial in case of so complex multi-RAT, multi-tier
networks. A cognitive cycle distinguishes ﬁve phases, namely observe,
orient, plan, decide and act. As indicated on the right side of Fig. 2.4,
each autonomous module can employ cognitive behaviour. Based on the
observed network state as well as the information retrieved from diﬀer-
ent management entities in the orientation phase, the cognitive process
can be started. The management entity is able to intelligently adapt
to the current conditions and learn from similar situations in the past,
since the system has a learning ability. As a result of cognitive reason-
ing, management decisions supporting the system can be planned and
taken. It is important to carefully design the decision cycle, so that the
system adapts to the dynamic nature of the traﬃc and avoids extensive
signalling but at the same time ensures optimal operation [70]. As shown
in the ﬁgure, these decisions can be executed locally or be sent to other
layers as suggestions and recommendations directly entering the decision
phase of an underlying module. The importance of human cognition and
i
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manual operation in network management at the ultra-slow level is also
emphasized.
Recently a new docitive approach has been introduced [71], where
network nodes have also a teaching ability. By implementing machine
learning algorithms, they are able to exchange information and teach
each other which accelerates their learning process and leads to faster
convergence.
2.4.4 Inner Module View
The internal architecture of a management module is depicted in Fig. 2.5,
where clear adoption of the cognitive behaviour is visible. The module
can interact with its superior, inferior, as well as modules at the same hi-
erarchical level to exchange the status information. Reports and updates
from the neighbours facilitate the orientation phase of the cognitive cycle.
This data is used for further analysis, comparison with previous records
and preparation of future prognosis. Based on its own past observations,
status of other modules and ﬁnally current network performance with
regard to managed resources, the module takes a decision following the
implemented algorithms. Each module can act upon settings and pa-
rameters using certain procedures within its own area of responsibility,
e.g., lower the transmission power. As a result, network performance can
be improved according to the required thresholds, e.g., load, utilisation
and energy consumption limits.
Another important aspect is the coordination between the modules.
Every module should execute changes on its own but at the same time
be aware of the conﬁguration updates introduced at the neighbours, as
it may inﬂuence its own decisions and consequently performance. Some
of the decisions can be taken simultaneously and conﬂict upon execu-
tion, e.g., putting a small cell into sleep mode. We proposed a Carrier
Sense Multiple Access (CSMA)-based solution [9], where the idea is to
inform all the neighbouring modules about the planned actions. If a po-
tential conﬂict occurs, i.e., two modules receive their notiﬁcations, it is
resolved by introducing a random back-oﬀ period. During that time, all
the potentially conﬂicting modules continue the cycle by entering the
observation and orientation phase.
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Figure 2.5: Inner module architecture.
2.5 Multi-RAT Network Management
Perspective
The proposed framework is characterized by a high level of ﬂexibility
and can be applied to a number of network scenarios. Such a man-
agement model can be deployed in a network with conventional macro
BSs, as well as DBS, and ﬁnally C-RAN. Moreover, it is RAT and net-
work architecture independent and therefore it can operate also during
migration phases of network evolution.
Fig. 2.6 shows how the platform can be developed within a single
RAT and presents an example of an inter-RAT cooperation in terms
of management. The entire structure resembles a tree with 1:N map-
ping, where lower branches can be controlled by the modules placed on
a higher layer and exchange information with their superior and inferior
modules. At the middle level of module hierarchy (fast and slow in this
case), a ﬂat horizontal structure is proposed. Here information is shared
among modules of the same layer with no master control point having
a centralized database. A more detailed top-to-bottom description of
particular layers is given below.
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Figure 2.6: Inter-RAT management cooperation
Ultra-slow modules
The highest modules in the hierarchy are responsible for long-term man-
agement decision such as network planning and deployment or dimen-
sioning of BB processing units in C-RAN. Due to mainly manual opera-
tion, any decision can be sent down the management tree to trigger and
enforce particular network reaction, such as software updates.
Slow modules
These modules have access to the information from higher and lower
layers (ultra-slow and fast) while taking management decisions. Each
module controls a few underlying fast modules and has only one superior
ultra-slow module, as indicated with shading in Fig. 2.6. They are also
capable of exchanging network information in a horizontal manner, even
between RATs. For example, HeNB deactivation/activation decision can
be made after retrieving the load and utilisation information from the
underlying fast modules, as well as consulting network parameters with
neighbouring slow modules.
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Fast modules
Similarly, as for slow modules, there is a number of lower layer entities
(ultra-fast modules) and only one corresponding higher layer information
point (slow). Furthermore, fast modules are connected with the neigh-
bouring fast modules for horizontal information exchange. As depicted
in the ﬁgure, this can also support inter-RAT communication facilitat-
ing, e.g., load balancing decisions. In case of congestion some traﬃc may
be redirected through a forced handover to a neighbouring BS, another
RAT or ooaded to WiFi.
Ultra-fast modules
Placed at the bottom of the management tree ultra-fast modules control
the fastest procedures in the network resource management, e.g., schedul-
ing. For this reason they do not communicate with other ultra-fast mod-
ules, as this would be too time consuming and also lead to signiﬁcant
signalling. They are able to adopt decisions and suggestions from higher
layers. It may be possible that one module is responsible for more than
one BS or BB processing unit, if they are located in close proximity or
deployed within C-RAN to facilitate CoMP processing for example.
2.6 Evaluation Considerations
The proposed hierarchical network resource management framework is
locally distributed, as the information exchange is facilitated only among
neighbouring modules. This is a compromise between a centralized ap-
proach with the detailed knowledge about the network but excessive
signalling and a distributed one, where there all the modules act inde-
pendently of each other. In the proposed approach modules with speciﬁc
responsibilities can be more responsive and react faster to constantly
changing wireless environment and traﬃc load when compared to multi-
functional modules. However, it would be valuable to perform a detailed
evaluation of the signalling among the modules paying special attention
to decision propagation delay in the horizontal and vertical communica-
tion direction.
This requires a deﬁnition of speciﬁc target scenarios, and one of the
representative cases could consider inter-RAT management as presented
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above. System level simulation should consider a variety of network
deployments, traﬃc proﬁles as well as particular RATs. To limit the
test-scenario, load balancing could be used as it requires implementation
of ultra-fast and fast modules with the related functionalities.
This could help assess the feasibility and advantages of the presented
approach and provide some insights into the management system perfor-
mance.
2.7 Summary
This chapter has presented the fundamentals of RRM and explained the
importance of joint management of other types of resources besides radio,
such as optical and computational. A novel approach to overall network
resource management addressing all types of network heterogeneity was
presented. In the proposed framework system functionalities are hierar-
chically divided based on the time needed to perform the management
actions.
Hierarchical structure requires careful design and organisation of
a management system and needs to take into account the network ar-
chitecture, i.e., connections between particular modules. On the other
hand clear arrangement allows for better control over management ac-
tions. Furthermore, it ensures better synchronisation especially when
considering joint resources, e.g., wireless and optical simultaneously. In-
dividual modules can keep their integrity and act in a cognitive manner
and at the same time maintain a connection to a higher and lower placed
modules. In this way they can obtain more general or more detailed
information about the system performance that facilitates the internal
decision of a module.
This proposed network resource management is a generic scheme cov-
ering numerous scenarios. Characterized by high ﬂexibility, it is applica-
ble to a wide variety of network deployments including multiple RATs,
HetNets and diﬀerent BS architectures such as DBS and C-RAN. Fur-
thermore, the platform can be enriched with SON and cognitive network
properties, thus leading to more universal, automated and eﬃcient net-
work resource management.
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Chapter 3
RAT Selection in Multi-RAT
Networks
In this chapter more attention is paid to particular functionalities of
an RRM system. Due to highly overlapping coverage of various access
technologies, RAT selection and resource assignment in multi-RAT net-
works is of interest and a novel optimisation model is proposed. The
model adopts two objective functions, maximising the number of served
users and the minimum granted utility at once. Furthermore, handover
is included as an additional decision dimension. The model is evaluated
using simulation with concurrent optimisation.
This chapter is organised as follows: The next Section discusses the
motivation behind this work, Section 3.2 presents the problem of RAT
selection and resource allocation more in detail whereas Section 3.3 intro-
duces the proposed optimisation model. Section 3.4 discusses the simu-
lation set-up used for evaluation purposes including network architecture
and utility function. Simulation results are presented in Section 3.5 and
ﬁnally Section 3.6 concludes this chapter.
3.1 Introduction
When analysing the statistics of mobile subscriptions by technology, one
can observe the dominance of GSM/EDGE mobile standards, followed
by Wideband Code Division Multiple Access (WCDMA)/HSPA and cur-
29
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Figure 3.1: Population coverage in 2011 and 2017- based on [15].
rently under deployment LTE. In the near future, as forecasted in [15],
the presence of LTE and WCDMA will signiﬁcantly increase. LTE, in
particular, will become common in metro and urban areas. Widely avail-
able EDGE will maintain its overall coverage, whereas HSPA will increase
its availability steadily and cover also most of the suburban and rural
areas as shown in Fig. 3.1.
As highlighted in Chapter 1 a number of diﬀerent RATs available in
the wireless environment forms a multi-RAT network with highly over-
lapping cells. This mixture of technologies is able to bring a ubiquitous
service to end users equipped with multimode UEs that are capable to
switch between technologies in a seamless way. In order to fulﬁl the re-
quirements of the ABC paradigm [32], three conditions must be satisﬁed:
1. tight cooperation between the RATs enabling exchange of control
information,
2. seamless handover so that a UE can smoothly switch between the
technologies and stay connected anytime and anywhere,
3. optimal selection of the RAT and assignment of radio resources.
The last issue is the core topic of this chapter under an assumption
that the ﬁrst two conditions are met.
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Figure 3.2: Network-centric RRM with CAC.
3.2 RAT Selection in Multi-RAT Networks
To provide seamless ubiquitous service, very tight cooperation between
the network entities of diﬀerent RATs is required. Chapter 2 presented
RRM systems facilitating such cooperation. In CRRM [30] or JRRM [72]
common or joint network entities implement all the actions regarding the
overall multi-RAT network control. Call Admission Control (CAC), as
an RRM entity common for a number of RATs and/or cells, sets up and
manages the connections for all the UEs under its area of responsibility,
as shown in Fig. 3.2.
The module gathers and maintains all the necessary information
about the UEs, such as their capabilities, signal quality reports, required
service type, radio parameters etc. It has also access to the character-
istics of BSs that are present in its control region, such as the number
of available resources and the inter-RAT conﬁguration information. All
this data is used in the process of assigning UEs a serving BS, RAT and
suﬃcient number of resources, with the goal of achieving overall eﬃcient
utilisation.
Depending on the management system implementation, the entity
responsible for call admission control and resource allocation can serve
a number of cells and manage a certain area more globally for centralised
RRM systems or locally if it is a more distributed platform. For example
this entity could be used in the management of future networks based
on the C-RAN architecture [51] and can then reside as a module in the
BBU pool and control the connections of UEs to particular RRHs.
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Referring to the network resource management model proposed in
Chapter 2, RAT selection and resource allocation algorithm or optimi-
sation model could be implemented at the fast level according to the
time-scale presented in Fig. 2.3. In this way, the assignment procedure
can be invoked periodically and its results sent down the decision tree to
the super-fast modules, that are responsible for scheduling. As discussed
in Section 2.5 ultra-fast entities are able to follow and adopt recommen-
dations from their superior modules.
Resource management modules exploit the knowledge about a bigger
part of the system than just a single BS. The joint modules are usually
also more powerful and able to handle more complex processing, such as
online optimisation.
3.3 Optimal Assignment
This chapter focuses on designing and evaluating an optimisation model
that can support management entities responsible for RAT selection and
resource allocation in their decisions. First, the problem is described
by means of graph theory and a heuristic proposal is presented. Next,
related work focusing on designing an ILP formulation is discussed and
ﬁnally, a novel optimisation model is described in detail.
3.3.1 Graph Theory Approach
In the RAT selection problem, two disjoint sets can be distinguished,
i.e., BSs and UEs. Therefore, the mobile network can be represented as
a bipartite graph. Let us then consider a bipartite graph G = (B∪T,U)
with the sets deﬁned as follows:
B = {1, 2, ..., b} is a set of BSs operating in one of the RATs
T = {1, 2, ..., t} is a set of multimode terminals
U is a set of utility values utb describing suitability of a connection of
UE t to BS b.
A matching is a collection of the edges of graph G so that no two
edges share a vertex. An example of a system consisting of |B| = 4 BSs
providing service to |T | = 7 UEs is depicted in Fig. 3.3 where one of the
possible matchings is marked in bold.
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Figure 3.3: Example bipartite graph with a matching.
If a BS was allowed to serve only one terminal, this would be a classic
general assignment problem [73], and the task would be to ﬁnd a match-
ing. Depending on the objective function, diﬀerent algorithms may be
used to ﬁnd matchings in bipartite graphs. If the number of connected
UEs is to be maximized, Hopcroft-Karp algorithm [74] would be the best
choice, as it ﬁnds maximum matching in a bipartite graph at the cost
O(m
√
n), where m is the number of vertices and n represents edges. On
the other hand, if a weighted bipartite graph is considered as in Fig. 3.3,
the Hungarian algorithm [75] would provide the fastest solution at O(n3).
However, it is not the case since multiple assignments to a BS are
allowed. A problem arises, as usually the two sets are of not equal
cardinality |B| 6= |T |. A BS b serves more than one UE, which contradicts
with the deﬁnition of a matching, and a new method needs to be applied.
To address this issue we proposed a recursive approach to terminal-
BS assignment [8]. In this way, matchings found in the consecutive
rounds can be combined to form the ﬁnal solution of the problem. The
algorithm starts with an empty matching which is gradually updated
with the solutions of the adopted matching algorithm, e.g., Hopcroft-
Karp. The procedure is executed recursively until all the terminals are
assigned to a serving cell or no more matchings can be found in the
remaining subset (all the resources have been assigned).
3.3.2 Existing ILP Models
Although several optimisation models were proposed to solve the prob-
lem of the RAT selection in a multi-RAT environment [3436], consider-
able research eﬀorts are needed to mitigate their one time optimisation
character.
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More speciﬁcally, the existing models solve the problem for a sce-
nario belonging to a consecutive set of snapshots. However, they do not
analyse the relation between the snapshots. Therefore, when comparing
the assignment between two consecutive time slots, it may appear that
even though the problem is solved to optimality for both of them, apply-
ing these solutions to a network will require many assignment changes
between the time slots resulting in multiple handovers. If longer period
of time is observed, this may result in a ping-pong eﬀect which consists
of frequent assignment changes of UEs that are highly mobile or close to
a cell border. Hence, it is crucial to optimise the assignment not only
for a single time slot but also consider longer perspective.
Furthermore, some of the existing models demonstrate heuristic be-
haviour. For instance in [36] if the available radio resources are not
suﬃcient to satisfy the requests of all the users, some of them may be
dropped according to a priority list established in advance. Once the
number of users is reduced, the problem is resolved but it may take
several such attempts until a feasible solution is found. It is important
to solve the optimisation problem at once to avoid unnecessary delays,
waste of computing resources and ensure smooth network operation.
3.3.3 Proposed ILP Model
In this section, a new optimisation model and solution algorithm for RAT
selection and resource allocation in multi-RAT networks is presented. As
discussed above, even though the problem has been extensively studied,
the proposed solutions have serious drawbacks. Here, we introduce a new
model addressing these issues by adding handover as an additional deci-
sion dimension and analysing two consecutive time slots in the optimisa-
tion procedure. Moreover, introducing penalty for handover occurrence,
the model aims at maintaining more stable connections and allows for an
eﬃcient utilisation of resources at the same time. Furthermore, the pro-
posed model overcomes the heuristic character of the existing ones and
thanks to a novel ILP formulation automatically regulates and selects the
users to be served. There is no need for a repetitive list generation and
selection, which leads to a better computational performance. Finally,
the model considers two objective functions and aims at maximizing the
minimum utility of the network and the number of served UEs.
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Before discussing the model in detail, let us ﬁrst describe its elements
and the corresponding notation. A cellular network consisting of a set
B of BSs that provide a telecommunication service to a set of UEs T
is considered. Each BS b ∈ B installs a set R of RATs and each
RAT provides I resource units. A BS b ∈ B oﬀering services through
a RAT r ∈ R has a capacity of Cbr that is limited by the number of
resources I. The assignment of a quantity of resources to a UE represents
a utility that reﬂects the assignment suitability to a given user. A UE is
covered with service if it is assigned a subset of resources that guarantees
its minimum required utility U tmin. Similarly to [36], it is assumed that
the utility gained by a user depends on the RAT and in general increases
as the number of assigned resources increase. The utility value U tbri
gained by a UE t is thus indexed over the BSs b ∈ B, the RATs r ∈ R
and the resources i ∈ I.
The RAT selection and resource allocation problem aims at assign-
ing resources to UEs in order to serve the maximum number of users,
while maximizing the minimum utility of the system, i.e., the goal is to
maximize the lowest utility among all the connected users. The assign-
ment decision considers the possibility of handover occurrence, therefore
it takes into account the previous selection, and the network is observed
at two consecutive time slots p ∈ P = {1, 2}. An additional goal of the
model is to limit the number of handovers while providing connectivity,
hence handover comes with a penalty for a UE t ∈ T by a value of wt > 0.
Four decision variables are introduced to model all the decisions:
1. a binary resource assignment variable ytpbri ∈ {0, 1}, ∀ t ∈ T, b ∈
B, r ∈ R, i ∈ I, p ∈ P , is equal to 1 if UE t is assigned i resources
by BS b through RAT r in period p and equal to 0 otherwise,
2. a binary service variable xtp ∈ {0, 1}, ∀ t ∈ T, p ∈ P , is equal to 1
if UE t is served in period p and equal to 0 otherwise,
3. a binary handover variable wt ∈ {0, 1}, ∀ t ∈ T , is equal to 1 if
UE t experiences handover and to 0 otherwise,
4. a single continuous utility variable u ∈ [0, 1], represents the lowest
utility gained by a served UE of the network.
The complete notation used in modelling the problem is summarized
in Table 3.1.
i
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36 RAT Selection in Multi-RAT Networks
Table 3.1: Notation
Parameter Deﬁnition
t ∈ T set of UEs
b ∈ B set of BSs
r ∈ R set of radio access technologies
i ∈ I = 1, ..., |I| set of assignable units of resources
p ∈ P = [1, 2] set of time slots
U tbri utility value of UE t towards BS b and RAT r if
i resources are assigned
U tmin minimum utility requirement of UE t
pit handover penalty for UE t
M suﬃciently large positive constant, big −M
ytpbri resource assignment variable of UE t served by
BS b through RAT r with i resources
xtp service variable of UE t in period p
wt handover variable of UE t
u minimum utility value
The original optimisation model is the following:
maxu (3.1a)
max
∑
t∈T
∑
p∈P
xtp −
∑
t∈T
pit · wt (3.1b)
u ≤
∑
b∈B
∑
r∈R
∑
i∈I
U tbri y
tp
bri +M (1− xtp), t ∈ T, p ∈ P (3.1c)∑
b∈B
∑
r∈R
∑
i∈I
U tbri y
tp
bri ≥ U tmin xtp, t ∈ T, p ∈ P (3.1d)∑
t∈T
∑
i∈I
i ytpbri ≤ Cbr, b ∈ B, r ∈ R, p ∈ P (3.1e)∑
b∈B
∑
r∈R
∑
i∈I
ytpbri ≤ xtp, t ∈ T, p ∈ P (3.1f)∑
i∈I
yt1βγi +
∑
b∈B\{β}
∑
r∈R\{γ}
∑
i∈I
yt2bri ≤ 1 + wt,
t ∈ T, β ∈ B, γ ∈ R (3.1g)
ytpbri ∈ {0, 1}, t ∈ T, b ∈ B, r ∈ R, i ∈ I, p ∈ P (3.1h)
xtp ∈ {0, 1}, t ∈ T, p ∈ P (3.1i)
wt ∈ {0, 1}, t ∈ T (3.1j)
u ∈ [0, 1] (3.1k)
i
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The problem has a biobjective function and includes:
1. the maximisation of the lowest utility of a UE;
2. the maximisation of the diﬀerence between the total number of
served UEs and the total penalisation coming from handovers.
The connection between the utility variable u and the utility gained
by each UE is described by constraint (3.1c). This constraint is activated
only when the included variable xtp equals 1. If xtp = 1, the presence of
a suﬃciently large value M > 0, the so-called big−M coeﬃcient, makes
the constraint redundant [76, 77]. Adoption of the big-M constraint is
an important improvement when comparing with the heuristic models
like [36]. Here, if the number of UEs to be served is ﬁxed, the served
UEs are not chosen a priori from a list but the choice is done directly by
the optimisation model. Constraint (3.1d) ensures that a served UE is
guaranteed a minimum utility value so that its connection requirements
are met. Constraint (3.1e) expresses the limit on the capacity Cbr of
BS b and RAT r and makes sure that it is not exceeded. An impor-
tant model assumption is that a UE is allowed to set up a connection
to only one BS/RAT at a time. Constraint (3.1f) imposes that a UE
receives resources only if it is served. Finally, constraint (3.1h) controls
the handover procedure: if a UE is served in both time slots and there
is a shift in the BS -RAT assignment marked by (β, γ) between the two
considered time slots, the handover variable wt is forced to 1. Thanks
to this approach, the model can be used for multiple consecutive time
instances and support the decisions of cell selection modules within net-
work resource management platforms.
Concerning the solution approach, a standard way to deal with a biob-
jective function is adopted, meaning that the two objectives are combined
with a parameter α ∈ [0, 1]:
αmaxu+ (1− α)max∑t∈T ∑p∈P xtp −∑t∈T pit · wt
The value of α thus controls the relative importance of the two objectives.
3.4 Simulation Scenario
Due to the observations of telecommunication market trends described at
the beginning of this chapter, a multi-RAT wireless scenario with three
i
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Write Read
WriteRead
Invoke
Figure 3.4: Integration of OPNET Modeler and GAMS.
RATs (EDGE, HSPA and LTE) is considered in this study. The goal is
to provide the multimode UEs the best possible connection by choosing
the most appropriate RAT and assigning necessary resources so as to
meet their service requirements.
The test scenario is developed in OPNET Modeler [78]. Further-
more, the network simulator is interfaced with GAMS [79] which uses
CPLEX [80] as an ILP solver. As depicted in Fig. 3.4 network parame-
ters are periodically extracted from OPNET and once the input ﬁles are
ready, the network simulator invokes GAMS. Further on, the simulator
can access the results of optimisation and proceed with the simulation
run until the next optimisation call. This approach is much diﬀerent
from solving an optimisation problem for a number of scenarios extracted
from simulations. Since the model considers two consecutive time slots,
feeding back the solution during an ongoing run directly inﬂuences the
network behaviour and allows for a more accurate observation of opti-
misation eﬀects. The following sections will present the network model
considered in this work more in detail.
3.4.1 Network Architecture
We consider a target area covered by three RATs oﬀering service to
a number of UEs. Uniformly distributed mobile users with multimode
UEs are able to connect to any of them any time. They are randomly
distributed and move around the coverage area with a uniformly dis-
i
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tributed speed. BSs provide control information over their broadcast
control channels speciﬁc to each RAT. Every multimode UE is equipped
with three radio interfaces, one per RAT to monitor the system infor-
mation and perform periodic reporting of their Channel Quality Indi-
cators (CQIs) towards a particular BS and RAT. This information is
further forwarded to the central management entity that performs opti-
misation as described in the preceding section. Perfect synchronisation
between the RATs and error-free transmissions of CQIs is assumed.
UEs generate call requests, as described in 3.4.3. CAC processes
them periodically and assigns UEs to particular BSs and RATs using the
optimisation procedure described in 3.3.3. Once a UE transits from idle
to connected mode, data transfer over a data traﬃc channel starts. If
during an ongoing call the assignment of BS/RAT changes, we assume
that a seamless vertical handover occurs instantaneously. In a situation
when no resources are assigned, a connection to the last chosen BS and
RAT is maintained for control purposes.
3.4.2 Network Resources
For evaluation purposes one cell served by multi-RAT BS is considered.
The focus is on the downlink transmissions and the resources available in
the network are 7 time slots, 15 codes and 25 Physical Resource Blocks
(PRBs) for EDGE, High Speed Downlink Packet Access (HSDPA) and
LTE, respectively. Multimode UEs are capable to operate in all three
RATs.
All the considered access technologies enable Adaptive Modulation
and Coding (AMC), the UEs perform measurement of the received Signal
to Noise Ratio (SNR) and map it to an appropriate Modulation and
Coding Scheme (MCS). The values of SNR thresholds are adopted from
[81] for EDGE and HSDPA. Mapping for LTE is based on [16] and shown
as an example in Table 3.2. Transport Block Size (TBS) is determined
based on the MCS and is done according to the documentation of the
standards [8284].
3.4.3 Traﬃc Model
According to [85] video comprises 30% of the mobile traﬃc traﬃc on
laptops, tablets and smartphones. Another 30 to 40 % consists of web
i
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Table 3.2: AMC in LTE [16]
SNR [dB] MCS Modulation Coding
-6.5 MCS 1 QPSK 1/12
-4.5 MCS 2 QPSK 1/9
-2.5 MCS 3 QPSK 1/6
-0.1 MCS 4 QPSK 1/3
1.5 MCS 5 QPSK 1/2
3.5 MCS 6 QPSK 3/5
5.0 MCS 7 16QAM 1/3
7.0 MCS 8 16QAM 1/2
9.0 MCS 9 16QAM 3/5
11.0 MCS 10 64QAM 1/2
12.5 MCS 11 64QAM 1/2
15.0 MCS 12 64QAM 3/5
16.5 MCS 13 64QAM 3/4
18.0 MCS 14 64QAM 5/6
20.0 MCS 15 64QAM 11/12
browsing including social networking, e-mail and ﬁle sharing. The re-
maining part we allocate to Voice over IP (VoIP) services. Three types
of traﬃc are considered in this scenario, as aforementioned. As for the
VoIP traﬃc characteristics, 16 kbps with G.728 codec, 32 kbps with
G.726 and 64 kbps with G.711 codec is modelled following [86]. Video
traﬃc is modelled according to the speciﬁcation [87] whereas Hypertext
Transfer Protocol (HTTP) traﬃc model is adopted from [88]. Traﬃc
models are summarized in Table 3.3.
3.4.4 Utility Function
Many proposals of the utility function deﬁnition for RAT selection pur-
poses are available in the literature, for example [3436, 89, 90]. These
deﬁnitions take into account a number of various factors, such as UE ca-
pability, cell load, service cost or link quality among others. The utility
function deﬁnition in this study is strongly related to user mobility and
radio conditions measurement, which every UE performs periodically. As
explained in 3.4.2 all the considered RATs use AMC, where particular
i
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Table 3.3: Traﬃc Model Details
Traﬃc Parameter Characteristics
Video
Frame size [packets] 8
Frame interarrival time [s] Deterministic: 0.1
Packet size [bytes] Truncated pareto:
mean 50, k=40, α=1.2
Packet interarrival time [s] Truncated pareto:
mean 0.006, k=2.5, α=1.2
VoIP
ON time [s] Exponential: mean 1.34
OFF time [s] Exponential: mean 1.67
G.728
Packet size [bytes] 60
Packet interarrival time [s] 0.03
G.726
Packet size [bytes] 80
Packet interarrival time [s] 0.02
G.711
Packet size [bytes] 160
Packet interarrival time [s] 0.016
HTTP
Packet size [bytes] Pareto: mean 81.5 α=1.1
Packet interarrival time [s] Normal: mean 0.0277, st.dev. 0.01
Session size [packets] Normal: mean 25, st.dev. 5
Reading duration [s] Exponential: mean 5
channel quality in terms of SNR is mapped to an MCS. Consequently,
MCS translates to TBS and achievable throughput. Therefore, it is
a straightforward approach to design the utility function in such a way,
that it is solely dependent on throughput. For this purpose the utility
function proposed in [35] is modiﬁed to the form given below.
U =
min{Tnet, Tmax} − Treq
Tmax − Treq (3.2)
where Tnet is the throughput oﬀered by the network which is esti-
mated based on the radio conditions of the UE and the number of re-
sources to be allocated with a given MCS. Treq represents the throughput
requested by a UE and Tmax is the maximum throughput available for
a given application. Such formulation guarantees the requested through-
put with minimum number of resources, since as soon as Tnet > Tmax
the utility equals 1. Until that stage, it explores the potential of a UE
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to increase its utility by assigning more resources.
In the simulation run, the utility is calculated for every possible re-
source assignment for each UE based on reported CQI. Thus, UEs have
a chance to be assigned the maximum number of resources they are ca-
pable to manage.
3.4.5 Network Model Assumptions
The proposed optimisation model is very generic and can be applied to
numerous network scenarios, including multi-RAT networks, HetNets,
and C-RAN. It can be also used in a scenario where traﬃc ooading
is considered. All of the above are subject to utility function deﬁnition
corresponding to the scenario. The utility function presented here could
be further enhanced with other decision factors, as mentioned at the
beginning of this section. It would not aﬀect the general principle of the
proposed optimisation model, though.
The network model focuses on MLB optimisation and does not con-
sider MRO optimisation. If during an ongoing service, a change of
BS/RAT assignment is observed, it is counted as a handover and as-
sumed to occur instantaneously. Furthermore, if no resources for data
transmission are assigned, the connection is maintained to the last chosen
BS/RAT for control purposes. It should be noted, that the simulation
network model contains simpliﬁcations required to make it computation-
ally manageable. Due to software license restrictions and long simulation
execution time, only one multi-RAT BS is considered in the network sce-
nario. Therefore, the obtained results may diﬀer from those that could
be provided by a real multi-RAT network. However, since all the pa-
rameters are compliant and consistent throughout all the scenarios, the
relative analysis is valid.
3.5 Results
Performance evaluation of the proposed optimisation model is done by
means of simulation integrated with concurrent optimisation. The inves-
tigation focuses on network throughput and handover frequency reduc-
tion resulting from the proposed model as a part of the control platform
of a multi-RAT network. The simulation parameters are summarized in
i
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Table 3.4: Simulation Parameters
Parameter Value
Number of cells 1 with 1 multi-RAT BS
Cell radius [km] 1
RATs EDGE, HSPA, LTE
Available resources 7 time slots, 15 codes, 25 PRBs
Number of UEs 70
UE mobility model Random Waypoint
UE max. speed [km/h] 3, 5, 10, 20, 60
Simulation duration [s] 300
Optimisation time interval [ms] 100
Table 3.4. All the simulation results are presented with 95% of conﬁdence
interval.
3.5.1 Comparison With Max SNR Scheme
Initially, the proposed RAT selection and resource allocation scheme
is compared against the one based on maximum SNR, where UEs are
associated with the BS/RAT that oﬀers the best downlink radio channel
conditions indicated by the highest SNR.
Optimisation allows for deﬁning the bounds of the network perfor-
mance in a particular set-up. Fig. 3.5 presents the average network
throughput as a function of the maximum UE speed varied from 3 to
60 km/h. It is observed that RAT selection and resource allocation based
on Max SNR provides higher network throughput than the proposed op-
timisation model. This is caused as the baseline model follows the best
radio conditions leading to higher throughput, whereas the optimisation
model allows a handover only in case of a signiﬁcant utility function
improvement when the gain is higher than the handover penalty.
However, while comparing the number of handovers shown in Fig. 3.6
it can be clearly seen that the scheme proposed in this work highly
outperforms the classical one. Please note that to present the signiﬁcant
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Figure 3.5: Average network throughput, α 0.5, pit 0.5.
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Figure 3.6: Average number of handovers, α 0.5, pit 0.5.
diﬀerence in terms of number of handovers between the two schemes
precisely, the scale of the Y axis had to be adjusted. Max SNR enforces
a handover much more frequently, and on average 50% of UEs change
their assignment every Optimisation Time Interval (OTI) whereas the
proposed scheme aims at maintaining the connection to a particular BS
and RAT as long as it satisﬁes the UE's demand with respect to utility
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Figure 3.7: Average number of handovers as a function of α and pit.
value. The average number of handovers per OTI is much lower and
more stable assignments and handover reduction is achieved at a cost of
slight throughput degradation as discussed above.
3.5.2 Optimisation Model Evaluation
This subsection provides the characteristics and analyses performance
properties of the proposed optimisation model. Let us recall the ﬁnal
objective function, αmaxu+(1−α)max∑t∈T ∑p∈P xtp−∑t∈T pit ·wt.
Minimum utility u is in the range [0,1] and the other part of the sum is
upper limited by the total number of users in the system. According to
our computational experience the value of α parameter does not have big
inﬂuence on the network performance in terms of throughput. Fig. 3.7
shows the inﬂuence of α and pit parameters on the number of triggered
handovers. As expected, it decreases with the increase of pit. Due to the
formulation of the objective function higher values of α should enable
more frequent handovers but the results show limited impact (highly
overlapping conﬁdence intervals).
On the contrary, handover penalty pit, which can have diﬀerent value
depending on the RAT or a UE, has more inﬂuence on the ﬁnal result. In
Fig. 3.8 the lower handover penalties result in a higher network through-
put. This happens because handover penalty at a low level enables more
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Figure 3.8: CDF of the network throughput, α 0.5, max. speed 5 km/h.
frequent assignment change. The system aims at improving the utility
value and maximising minimum utility u. On the other hand, when the
handover penalty is set to higher values, the assignment is changed only
in case of signiﬁcant utility value improvement. As a consequence, high
handover penalty leads to lower network throughput but mitigates the
impact of handovers and keeps the UE-BS/RAT coupling more stable.
3.6 Conclusions
This chapter has discussed the problem of RAT selection and resource
allocation in multi-RAT networks. A novel optimisation model was pro-
posed and evaluated through simulation with concurrent optimisation.
The model aims at optimising double objectives: The minimum utility
among all the served users and the number of connected users at the
same time. Furthermore, it mitigates the one-time use characteristics
in the existing solutions and considers handover as an additional deci-
sion dimension. Therefore, it takes into account two consecutive time
slots and reuses the solution from the previous time slot with the goal
to minimise the occurrence of a handover.
Performance of the model is evaluated using instances from the sim-
ulation of a multi-RAT network including EDGE, HSDPAand LTE. The
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proposed scheme was compared with the baseline which is the Max SNR.
The results show that the proposed optimisation model highly outper-
forms the classical approach. Obtained results indicate that the handover
frequency can be signiﬁcantly reduced at the cost of a slight overall net-
work throughput degradation. The model can be used as an integral part
of an RRM system, as taking advantage of the technology and channel
state diversity leads to overall better resource utilisation in multi-RAT
networks.
The utility function used for performance evaluation was solely based
on throughput. However, it can be easily enhanced with other factors
such as service price or network load. These factors can be taken into
account with diﬀerent weights summing up to unity. Deﬁnition of the
utility function aﬀects the resource utilisation and overall network per-
formance resulting from a particular matching, and is therefore an inter-
esting topic itself. Furthermore, after adopting a suitable utility function
the proposed optimisation model can be applied to a number of hetero-
geneous wireless network scenarios, including call admission control and
resource allocation in HetNets, traﬃc ooad case and C-RAN.
In the so much competitive telecommunication market, operators
may want to take into account their beneﬁts from providing a service
to a UE in a given way and this can be also reﬂected in the utility func-
tion. Regardless the utility deﬁnition the objective and the optimisation
model remain unchanged. This demonstrates great ﬂexibility of the pro-
posed solution and shows that it can be applied to a number of diﬀerent
deployments and operators' business models.
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Chapter 4
Dual Connectivity in
Heterogeneous Networks
This chapter directs the attention towards HetNets, where a macrocell is
overlaid by small cells, e.g., metro-, pico- and femtocells. The new dual
connectivity architecture with C-plane and U-plane split is described.
A feasibility study focuses on a soft-pilot assignment problem which is
solved using a proposed ILP model and a number of heuristics. Further-
more, discussion of beneﬁts in terms of mobility management and energy
eﬃciency is provided.
After introductory motivation, a new HetNet architecture is pre-
sented in detail in 4.2. Ways of implementation are shown and an exam-
ple realisation proposal is given in 4.3. The feasibility study is covered in
Section 4.4, followed by the discussion of applicability, beneﬁts analysis
and explanation of the shortcomings of this new architecture in 4.5. The
chapter conclusions are drawn in 4.6.
4.1 Introduction
Network operators face major capacity challenges in order to address con-
sumer demands and traﬃc growth. Introducing small cells as the second
deployment tier is the next major step in enhancing network capacity.
Small cells have a number of advantages, such as further support for
ubiquity and low cost of deployment. Small BS are very light in weight,
49
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which makes them easy to deploy. Since they are usually mounted below
rooftops and often indoors, small cells bring capacity closer to end user.
This very often results in better QoE perceived by the users, as there are
less UEs in a small cell. Introduction of small cells is a paradigm shift
in cellular networks towards heterogeneous deployments and the changes
are already ongoing on a broad scale. It is estimated that the number
of small cell BSs exceeded the number of traditional macro sites at the
end of 2012 [91].
It is important to note that in order to fully exploit the potential of
small cells, a number of technical challenges still need to be addressed.
As highlighted in Chapter 1 major concerns are related to the interaction
between the macro and the small cell tiers. This includes schemes for
eﬃcient mobility management and interference [41,46,92]. Furthermore,
even though the transmission power of small cells is much lower than
that of macro cells, their number is signiﬁcantly higher and therefore,
their consumed energy to a high extent contributes to OPEX. From
an energy saving perspective, there is a high potential in reducing the
transmission power or putting a small cell into sleep when the resource
utilisation becomes low, as proposed in [43,44].
Industrial as well as academic communities direct their eﬀorts to-
wards solving the problems indicated above and one of the recent pro-
posals that gained a lot of attention also within 3GPP include a novel
HetNet architecture. In the new network design, C-plane information
necessary for establishing a connection and user data may be delivered
by two diﬀerent nodes [4749]. This dual connectivity concept is de-
scribed in detail in the next section.
4.2 Dual Connectivity Concept
The new network architecture is based on the idea of splitting the C-plane
and U-plane in such a way that the macrocell handles C-plane for both,
itself and all the underlying small cells. Hence, it is referred also as
Macrocell Assisted (MA) small cell architecture. The data connection
is provided as usual by the macro or small cell, depending on channel
quality and cell association.
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Figure 4.1: Dual connectivity in HetNets.
More speciﬁcally, C-plane is responsible for providing system infor-
mation and acquisition signals through broadcast channels. Further-
more, it enables connection establishment and release, and handles mo-
bility operations. On the other hand, U-plane provides all UE-speciﬁc
data.
In LTE for example, C-plane is comprised of Primary Synchronisa-
tion Signal (PSS), Secondary Synchronisation Signal (SSS), Broadcast
Channel (BCH) and Common Reference Signal (CRS). The ﬁrst two
signals are used by UE for synchronisation purposes and once synchro-
nised, the UE can acquire a cell ID, which later on allows for detection
of a pilot signal, here CRS, and ﬁnally decode all the system and access
related information transmitted within BCH [93].
As opposite to the traditional approach, when a dual connectivity
scenario is considered, only the macrocell transmits these C-plane signals.
Both macrocell and small cells provide the data connection to the UEs
in their vicinity, as illustrated in Fig. 4.1.
Such approach allows for energy eﬃciency and facilitates mobility
management. First of all, because small cells take care only of the data
connection and do not need to transmit acquisition signals, they can be
put into sleep for a longer period of time and save more energy. More-
over, since paging messages are sent by the macrocell, this brings addi-
tional energy savings at the small cell side. Whenever needed, they can
be woken up by themselves by using sniﬀers or by the umbrella macro-
cell. Beneﬁts of separating signalling from the small cells were evaluated
in [94] and it was shown that this set-up can improve energy eﬃciency
over 4 times when compared to traditional architecture. A similar study
performed in [49] reports over 30 % of energy consumption reduction.
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Another clear advantage of dual connectivity architecture regards
handling mobility events. In the traditional set-up, presence of small cells
is a source of handover increase, many of which may be unnecessary and
may result in handover failures or ping-pongs. In the new architecture,
since the small cells do not transmit their C-plane and acquisition signals,
they become invisible to UEs. Hence, UEs do not trigger a standard
handover to a small cell and mobility is handled by the macrocell. It is
the macrocell that handles the establishment and release of the Radio
Resource Control (RRC) connections and signals these updates to UEs.
This will signiﬁcantly reduce the handover related events and signalling,
and consequently improve the ratio of successful events and maintain
a more stable connection.
The dual connectivity architecture provides high degree of ﬂexibility.
In [48] the authors propose to use the conventional frequency around
2GHz for the C-plane and U-plane provided by the macrocell and high
frequency bands, e.g., 3.5, 5, 10GHz for small cells. Besides the beneﬁts
described before, this solution brings also capacity boost. Higher spec-
trum is advantageous for shorter range transmission of small cells due to
interference suppression and provides larger bandwidths, e.g., 100MHz
to further improve system performance and deliver higher throughput.
Frequency separation also facilitates interference mitigation among the
cells at both tiers.
4.3 Implementation
Dual connectivity requires synchronisation between the macrocells trans-
mitting the C-plane and all the underlying small cells providing the
U-plane and this could be easily implemented within the DBS or C-RAN
BS architectures discussed in Chapter 1. Centralized BB processing
greatly aids cooperation between the connected nodes and can thus help
in proper establishment of the RRC connections and handling mobility.
However, as discussed in Chapter 2, the fronthaul has very stringent
requirements in terms of throughput and delay. Moreover, since ﬁbre
connections are yet not very common worldwide, other ways of imple-
menting this concept supporting non-ideal backhaul between macrocell
and small cell tiers will need to be developed as well [9597].
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4.3.1 Soft-pilot Concept
Removing the C-plane from the small cells poses numerous challenges.
Pilot signals are primarily used for cell selection and Channel State In-
formation (CSI) estimation and in the lack of those, UEs will not be able
to measure the signal strength quality of small cells. Further on, macro-
cell handling all the connectivity and mobility tasks will not have enough
information to diﬀerentiate among all the MA small cell and identify the
best serving ones for UEs.
Therefore, another signal for small cells, i.e., soft-pilot, whose duty
will be similar to the removed legacy pilot, but not related to handover
procedure, is required. It will play a role of small cell identiﬁer and allow
for channel state estimation by UEs. The soft-pilot used for MA small
cells shall not overlap with the pilot signal used by the overlying macro-
cell to allow proper macrocell selection and CSI estimation. For the same
reason, MA small cells should blank the resources used by the macro-
cell to transmit the C-plane in case of co-channel HetNet deployments.
Furthermore, since from a macrocell and UE perspective the soft-pilot
is the only MA small cell diﬀerentiator, it needs to be ensured that the
small cell identiﬁcation is unique within a given area.
4.3.2 Soft-pilot Proposal
As indicated in 4.2, the dual connectivity architecture is RAT agnostic
and in this chapter an example speciﬁc case of LTE is considered. In a
dual connectivity scenario where the C-plane including CRS pilot is not
transmitted by the small cells, we propose the use of a new reference
signal at the small cell, i.e., Channel State Information-Reference Signal
(CSI-RS) and Demodulation-Reference Signal (DM-RS). These signals
were introduced in LTE-A to support MIMO and CoMP transmissions
[98].
CSI-RS is an antenna-port speciﬁc signal used by the UE to estimate
the CSI feedback towards diﬀerent antennas of a MIMO or a CoMP
antenna array. It requires much less resources than legacy CRS, as it
occupies fewer Resource Elements (REs) per an antenna-port and its
transmission periodicity is much higher, i.e., 5-80 ms compared to 1 ms
of CRS. Being antenna-speciﬁc it can also serve as a soft-pilot in the
dual connectivity architecture. We propose that a UE will use legacy
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54 Dual Connectivity in Heterogeneous Networks
CRS to identify and measure the signal quality of macrocells and a set
of CSI-RSs towards MA small cells. It needs to be noted, however, that
the number of standardized CSI-RS is limited to 40 which calls for an
eﬃcient planning and reuse scheme.
DM-RS is a pilot signal used only for coherent demodulation pur-
poses. It is therefore UE-speciﬁc and inserted only when there is data
scheduled for a UE. This approach reduces signalling overhead and en-
ergy consumption used for legacy pilot transmission.
To sum up, implementing dual connectivity scheme requires design-
ing or designating a small cell speciﬁc signal to serve as a soft-pilot for
identiﬁcation and channel state estimation purposes. In order to realize
this we propose to use reference signals introduced in LTE-A to support
MIMO/CoMP operation at the small cells, namely CSI-RS and DM-RS.
In this conﬁguration UEs can perceive MA small cells as antennas of
a MIMO array. As opposite to the implementation presented at the
beginning of this section, the proposed set up does not require an ideal-
backhaul allowing for a distributed network framework deployment.
4.4 Feasibility Study
Determining the soft-pilot together with its proper assignment to MA
small cells is a key problem to be solved when implementing the dual
connectivity framework. Correct assignment should not lead to colli-
sion or confusion issues, as shown in Fig. 4.2, such that UEs and the
overlying macrocell can clearly diﬀerentiate among MA small cells to
take measurements necessary for cell (re)selection and channel depen-
dent scheduling. In the ﬁgure, diﬀerent colours correspond to diﬀerent
soft-pilot signals. Here CSI-RS is used for the feasibility study but it
needs to be remembered, that any properly designed signal can play this
role.
A collision occurs if at least two neighbouring MA small cells use the
same signal as soft-pilot, leading to poor cell identiﬁcation and channel
estimation by UEs in their vicinity. From the umbrella macrocell per-
spective, CSI-RSs are the identiﬁers of the underlying MA small cells,
and thus when several of them reuse the same CSI-RS, the macrocell
may not be able to diﬀerentiate among MA small cells, which results in
a confusion. As a consequence, control mechanisms such as RRC man-
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Figure 4.2: Collision and confusion example.
agement may be wrongly performed leading to disruption of the data
service.
In LTE-Advanced the number of CSI-RSs is limited to 40, which
calls for an eﬃcient reuse of these signals such that above problems are
mitigated. In the ﬁrst step towards collision and confusion resolution,
a degree of collision between MA small cells needs to be deﬁned. Here, it
is assumed that MA small cell i collides with MA small cell j if at least
one of the UEs u of MA small cell i perceives the diﬀerence of the signals
from the two MA small cells pij = |pui−puj | within a predeﬁned collision
threshold T [99]. A collision between two MA small cells is then deﬁned
as a binary variable aij as follows ∃u ∈ UEs : pij ≤ T =⇒ aij=1. Due
to UEs distribution and shadow fading, results of such evaluation may
not be identical for the two considered MA small cells, i.e., aij 6= aji.
To explicitly deﬁne collision, aij is set to aij = aji = max(aij , aji), thus
making the collision matrix symmetric and equivalent to an adjacency
matrix.
Having determined the cell collision, the network can be represented
as an undirected graph G = (V,E) with the V and E sets deﬁned as
follows: V = {1, 2, ..., N} is a set of vertices representing the MA small
cells, and E = {(i, j) : i, j ∈ V : pij ≤ T} is a set of edges given as in the
collision matrix. Example network graphs for T = 9dB and T = 18dB
are depicted in Fig. 4.3. The problem of optimal CSI-RS assignment can
be now solved as a graph vertex colouring problem, i.e., every vertex is as-
signed a colour such that no two vertices sharing an edge receive the same
one, and the objective is to minimise the number of used colours [100].
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Figure 4.3: Example network graphs.
Assigning CSI-RSs according to a solution obtained by solving a cor-
responding graph colouring problem prevents CSI-RS collision. How-
ever, confusion resolution requires additional constraints, such that no
two MA small cells under the same umbrella macrocell can receive the
same CSI-RS. Depending on the number of MA small cells within the
umbrella macrocell, compared to the collision free assignment, this col-
lision and confusion free assignment may require more CSI-RSs in order
to be satisﬁed. In the following subsections, this problem is solved using
ILP and heuristic approaches.
4.4.1 ILP Formulation
The ILP formulation used to model and solve the problem of optimal
soft-pilot assignment is based on [100] and its notation is given in Ta-
ble 4.1. The form of the objective function allows ﬁnding optimal colli-
sion and confusion free assignments as well as exploring scenarios where
confusion is allowed. If the number of available soft-pilots |K| is large
enough, collision and confusion free assignments are achievable. Lower-
ing this upper bound results in confusions and its inﬂuence on the cell
(re)selection can be evaluated as
i
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Table 4.1: Notation
Parameters Deﬁnition
Graph
i ∈ V set of MA small cells
{i, j} ∈ E set of coupled MA small cells
k ∈ K set of soft-pilots
m ∈M set of macrocells
ri average number of cell (re)selections to small cell i
lim =
{
1, if MA small cell i is under macrocell m
0, otherwise
Decision Variables
xik =
{
1, if MA small cell i is assigned soft-pilot k
0, otherwise
wk =
{
1, if soft-pilot k is used
0, otherwise
yijk =
{
1, if MA small cells i and j cause confusion using soft-pilot k
0, otherwise
zi =
{
1, if MA small cells i is a source of confusion
0, otherwise
min
∑
k
wk +
∑
i∈V
zi · ri (4.1a)
subject to:
∑
k∈K
xik = 1, i ∈ V (4.1b)
xik + xjk ≤ wk, {i, j} ∈ E, k ∈ K (4.1c)
xik · lim + xjk · ljm ≤ 1 + yijk, i 6= j ∈ V, k ∈ K,m ∈M (4.1d)
xik ≥ yijk, i, j ∈ V, k ∈ K (4.1e)
xjk ≥ yijk, i, j ∈ V, k ∈ K (4.1f)
zi ≥ yijk, i, j ∈ V, k ∈ K (4.1g)
zi ≤
∑
i∈V
∑
j∈V
∑
k∈K
yijk, i, j ∈ V, k ∈ K (4.1h)
Constraint (4.1b) provides assignment of one soft-pilot to every MA
small cell, while constraint (4.1c) ensures that coupled MA small cells
do not use the same soft-pilot and mark it as used. Constraints (4.1d)
to (4.1f) are related to confusion occurrence when two MA small cells
under the same umbrella macrocell have the same soft-pilot. Finally,
constraints (4.1g) and (4.1h) along with variables zi mark MA small
cells causing confusion.
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4.4.2 Heuristic Approaches
Applying ILP solvers to the problem formulation above can provide an
optimal solution. However, they usually require extensive computing
power and/or long running time that grows exponentially with the in-
stance size. Taking into account the dynamic nature of the network and
its size, strategies providing acceptable solutions in a reasonable amount
of time are needed. Hence, greedy heuristic approaches based on local
best decision are discussed here.
Algorithm 1 Weighted Graph Colouring
Require: G(V,E,W ), maxc
Ensure: Colouring C of a weight Cw
1: C ← 0
2: Cw ← 0
3: vlist← sortdesc(V ) . Dsort or Wsort
4: for i← 1, |V | do
5: v ← vlist(i)
6: vn . list of neighbours
7: wn . list of edge weights to neighbours
8: cn . list of neighbouring colours
9: freec ← maxc − cn
10: if freec then . colours available
11: C(v)← min freec
12: else . new colour needed to avoid collision
13: maxc ← maxc + 1
14: C(v)← maxc
15: end if
16: i← i+ 1
17: end for
18: return C,Cw
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Algorithm 2 Weighted Graph Coluoring: Macrocell Orthogonality
Require: G(V,E,W ), maxc
Ensure: Colouring C of a weight Cw
1: C ← 0
2: Cw ← 0
3: vlist← sortdesc(V ) . Dsort of Wsort
4: for i← 1, |V | do
5: v ← vlist(i)
6: vn . set of neighbours
7: wn . set of edge weights to neighbours
8: cn . set of neighbouring colours
9: ns . set of vertices under the same macrocell as v
10: ws . set of edge weights to the same macrocell vertices
11: cs . list of colours used in the macrocell
12: freec ← maxc − cn− cs
13: if freec then . colours available
14: C(v)← min freec
15: else . reuse the colour of not connected vertex under the same
macrocell
16: vnmin ← vn(minws− wn)
17: C(v)← C(vnmin)
18: Cw ← Cw + wn(vnmin)
19: end if
20: i← i+ 1
21: end for
22: return C,Cw
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Sorting-based Heuristics
In heuristic approaches to graph colouring, the decision is taken step
by step, as vertices are gradually coloured. Every node chooses the
best possible solution locally, which means that it tries to reuse one of
the already used colours. If that is not possible, a new colour needs
to be introduced to the graph. Algorithm 1 presents the pseudo-code
of weighted colouring based on sorting order. As one can notice, the
order in which vertices take the decisions plays an important role and
inﬂuences the ﬁnal solution. Here, two strategies with diﬀerent order are
considered:
a) Dsort: Vertices sorted according to the vertex degree
b) Wsort: Vertices sorted according to sum of weights towards neigh-
bouring vertices
As indicated when discussing the ILP formulation, traditional colour-
ing solves the problem of collision, but not confusion. Algorithm 2
presents the approach to provide also macrocell orthogonality and avoid
confusion. In this case, a set of available colours is determined not only
based on the colours used by the adjacent vertices, but also vertices be-
longing to the small cells under the same macrocell. When number of
colours is very much limited, the set of available colours for some vertices
may be empty and thus, the colours will have to be reused. Here, it is
important to reuse the colour of a vertex within the same macrocell that
is not adjacent, thus causing confusion but not collision. Depending on
the objective, the colour of the node with the lowest degree or the lowest
number of handover triggers may be chosen. In this way, a local decision
tries to minimise the eﬀects of the colour reuse to make the confusion as
harmless as possible.
Dsatur-based Heuristics
In Dsatur [101], the ﬁrst vertex to be coloured is always the one with the
highest degree. Later on, similarly as above, nodes are coloured accord-
ing to the order of a list. Here, it is determined based on the so-called
saturation degree, which is deﬁned as the number of diﬀerent colours
a vertex is adjacent to. Pseudo code of Dsatur is given in Algorithm 3.
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Algorithm 3 Dsatur-based Weighted Graph Colouring
Require: G(V,E,W ), maxc
Ensure: Colouring C of a weight Cw
1: C ← 0
2: Cw ← 0
3: vlist← sortdesc(V ) . vertex degree
4: vlist(1)← 1 . colour a vertex with max. degree with colour 1
5: while v ∈ |V | : C(v)← 0 do . uncoloured vertices exist
6: slist← sortdesc(V ) . saturation degree
7: v ← slist(1)
8: cn(v) . list of neighbouring colours
9: freec(v)← maxc − cn(v) . colours available
10: if freec then . colours available
11: C(v)← min freec
12: else
13: infeasible
14: end if
15: end while
16: return C,Cw
An adjustment of Dsatur to provide confusion-free colouring is pro-
vided in Algorithm 4. The strategy of reusing a colour within a macrocell
remains unchanged, when compared to Algorithm 2. Furthermore, the
following modiﬁcation is proposed:
Dsatur_hsat: Saturation is deﬁned as the sum of cell (re)selections at
all the coloured neighbours. This way, the algorithm ﬁrst takes care of
the vertices that could potentially cause much confusion and therefore is
more sensitive towards the overall objective.
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Algorithm 4 Dsatur-based Weighted Graph Coluoring: Macrocell Or-
thogonality
Require: G(V,E,W ), maxc
Ensure: Colouring C of a weight Cw
1: C ← 0
2: Cw ← 0
3: vlist← sortdesc(V ) . vertex degree
4: vlist(1)← 1 . colour a vertex with max. degree with colour 1
5: while v ∈ |V | : C(v)← 0 do . uncoloured vertices exist
6: slist← sortdesc(V ) . saturation degree: classic or hsat
7: v ← slist(1)
8: cn . list of neighbouring colours of v
9: hn . set of handover triggers to neighbouring vertices
10: ns . set of vertices under the macrocell v belongs to
11: ws . set of edge weights to other vertices under the macrocell
12: cs . list of colours used under the macrocell
13: hs . set of handover triggers to other macrocell vertices
14: freec ← maxc − cn− cs . colours available for v
15: if freec then . colours available
16: C(v)← min freec
17: else . classic: reuse of the colour of not connected vertex under
a macrocell
18: vnmin ← vn(minws− wn)
19: OR . hsat: choose the vertex with lowest number of
handover triggers
20: vnmin ← vn(minhs− hn)
21: C(v)← C(vnmin)
22: Cw ← Cw + wn(vnmin)
23: end if
24: end while
25: return C,Cw
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4.4.3 Simulation and Numerical Results
System-level simulations were performed to investigate both the feasi-
bility of the proposed network architecture in terms of available CSI-RS
and the performance of the assignment algorithm including correspond-
ing collision and confusion.
The simulated scenario was downtown Dublin, Ireland, presented
in [102]. Fig. 4.4 together with Table 4.2 show the simulation scenario
and parameters, respectively. Macro BSs sectors and pico BSs were
equipped with one antenna each, whereas UEs used two antennas. Han-
dover statistics were collected over 10 simulation runs with independent
shadow fading channel realisations. During each simulation run, 10 uni-
formly distributed random drops of pico eNodeBs and UEs locations
were performed, and within each random drop, 100 mobile UEs mov-
ing at 30 km/h for 2 km each were deployed. Path loss and shadowing
were modelled according to Table 4.2 and implementation details are
given in [102]. Multi-path fading was modelled using Rayleigh fading
and the Typical Urban model. Furthermore, handovers were triggered
based on Reference Signal Received Power (RSRP) measurements ac-
cording to [92], and CRSs were 3 dB power boosted compared to other
resource elements.
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Table 4.2: Simulation Parameters
Parameters Value
Scenario
Macro BS placement 7 eNodeBs (3 sectors each), 800m ISD
Pico BS placement 1,2,4 or 10 pico eNodeBs per eNodeB sector
Scenario size 1500 m × 1500 m, around central macrocell
Scenario resolution 2 m
Transmit power Ptx,n = 21.6W (macro), 1W (picos)
Noise density −174 dBm/Hz
UEs
UE density 100 mobile UEs moving at 30 km/h for 2 km each
Channel
Carrier frequency 2000 MHz
Bandwidth 5 MHz (1 LTE carrier of 25RBs)
NLOS path-loss GPn = −21.5− 39 log10(d) (macro) [103]
GPn = −30.5− 36.7 log10(d) (pico) [103]
LOS path-loss GPl = −34.02− 22 log10(d) [103]
Shadow fading (SF) 6 dB std dev. [104]
SF correlation R = e−1/20d, 50% inter-site
Environment loss GE,n = −20 dB if indoor, 0 dB if outdoor
Antenna
Height 25m (macro), 10m (pico)
Maximum gain Gmax = 15.5 dBi (macro), 7.06 dBi (pico)
H. halfpow. beamwidth α = 65◦ (macro), omni (pico)
V. halfpow. beamwidth β = 11.5◦ (macro)
Front-to-back ratio κ = 30 dB (macro)
Downtilt δ1 = 8.47
◦ (macro)
Handover parameters
Time-to-trigger 160ms
Hysteresis 2 dB
L3 ﬁlter reporting interval 200 ms
L3 forgetting factor 1/4
Preparation + Execution time 90 ms
i
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Figure 4.5: Mean optimal CSI-RS number- collision and confusion free operation.
Optimal Assignment
Using the formulation in Section 4.4.1, the ILP problem of the assign-
ment of CSI-RSs to MA small cells in the deployments described above
is solved using ILOG CPLEX [80]. Fig. 4.5 shows the relationship be-
tween the number of required CSI-RSs and the MA small cell density.
For the considered scenarios, an important result is that 40 CSI-RSs as
standardised by the 3GPP is suﬃcient to provide collision and confusion
free operation. Indeed, 10 CSI-RSs are in this case enough, which leaves
room for using the remaining CSI-RSs for MIMO/CoMP operations.
Moreover, one can see that with the increase of the graph connectivity,
which is inﬂuenced by the higher MA small cell density and threshold T ,
the number of required CSI-RSs for collision and confusion resolution
increases. When comparing the basic colouring ensuring collision free as-
signment with the one preventing both collision and confusion, it is also
observed that for lower MA small cell densities the number of CSI-RSs
is highly driven by collision avoidance, while in denser deployments the
increase of required CSI-RSs is caused by confusion resolution.
Minimising the number of used CSI-RSs, apart from reducing pilot
pollution, allows UEs to perform cell search in a much faster and energy
eﬃcient manner, saving battery life. Thus, we also analyse the eﬀect
of a reduced number of CSI-RS on mobility performance in terms of
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Figure 4.6: Impact of decreased number of CSI-RS on the number of confusions.
confused cell (re)selections (i.e., RRC updates towards the wrong MA
small cells) when compared to the optimal assignment above. It is ob-
served that on average the maximum allowed CSI-RS reduction, such
that a collision free assignment is guaranteed, is 4 CSI-RSs and 6 CSI-
RSs for collision thresholds T = 18dB and T = 9dB, respectively, as
shown in Fig. 4.5. As a result, one can conclude that there is room
for CSI-RS reduction, but it signiﬁcantly increases the number of confu-
sions. For the scenarios with 10 MA small cells per macrocell sector and
collision thresholds T = 18dB and T = 9dB, Fig. 4.6 shows the per-
centage of confused MA small cell (re)selections averaged over an hour,
the percentage of MA small cells causing confusion and the percentage
of confused cell pairs when gradually reducing the number of allocated
CSI-RSs until a collision free assignment is guaranteed. When reduc-
ing the available number of CSI-RSs by more than 2, we observe that
more than half of the MA small cells become sources of confusion, which
results in over 20% of confused cell (re)selections or higher.
Heuristics Results
The three heuristics described above, Dsort, Wsort and Dsatur are used
to perform the soft-pilot assignment in all the network scenarios con-
sidered previously. Fig. 4.7 shows the number of soft-pilots required
to provide collision as well as collision and confusion free operation for
a number of diﬀerent deployments.
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Figure 4.7: Heuristics: Collision and confusion free assignment T = 18 dB.
In the case of low MA small cell density, the assignment determined
by heuristic approaches is comparable to the optimal one. However, for
very dense networks, more than every second solution found by heuristics
require one soft-pilot more (mean number of required colours is higher
by over 5%) when compared to optimal assignment. One can also no-
tice bigger diﬀerence in heuristic performance in case of collision free
assignment, where Wsort is clearly worse than the other two approaches.
For collision and confusion resolution all the heuristic algorithms yield
similar results.
Reducing the number of necessary soft-pilots may be of high im-
portance. Since the objective function of the ILP formulation aims at
minimisation of the confused cell (re)selections, in this study, all the
heuristic algorithms allow reuse a colour of the vertex with the lowest
number of cell (re)selection triggers.
As presented in Fig. 4.5, networks with 10 MA small cells per macro-
cell sector require 10 CSI-RSs to provide collision and confusion free
operation. Therefore, in order to evaluate the heuristics, the assign-
ment will be performed with 10 and 9 soft-pilot signals focusing on the
performance metrics related to confusion. For clarity, only thresholds
of T = 9dB, and T = 18dB are considered in Fig. 4.8 that depicts
the percentage of cells causing confusion, confused cell pairs and result-
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Figure 4.8: Heuristics: Number of confusions with 10 soft-pilots.
ing confused cell (re)selections averaged over an hour for four diﬀerent
heuristics. With the 10 soft-pilots ensuring collision and confusion free
assignment by ILP, all the heuristics cause confusion. For both thresh-
olds, the lowest percentage of confused (re)selections are provided by
Dsort, at the level of 1% and 2% for T = 9 dB, and T = 18 dB, respec-
tively. Better performance of the newly introduced Dsatur_hsat when
compared to regular Dsatur is also observable.
Fig. 4.9 shows the results with further reduction of available CSI-RS
to 9. The trends are as above with Dsort oﬀering the lowest percentage of
confused cell (re)selections but the diﬀerences among various heuristics
are much larger. The performance can be compared with the CSI-RS
reduction of 1 shown in Fig. 4.5. Even though we observe lower number
of confusing cells in heuristic based approaches, the amount of confused
cell (re)selections is approximately 2.5 times higher when compared with
the optimal solution.
4.5 Architecture Beneﬁts Evaluation
There are two main beneﬁts resulting from this new HetNet architecture.
4.5.1 Mobility Management
In the dual connectivity framework, it is the macrocell that handles all
mobility related management for itself and on behalf of all the underly-
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Figure 4.9: Heuristics: Number of confusions with 9 soft-pilots.
ing MA small cells. The macrocell is responsible for establishment and
release of RRC connections and signalling these updates to UEs. In this
way, the risk of handover failure due to wrong RRC updates is mitigated.
Therefore, cell (re)selections that take place under the same macrocell
umbrella can yield potential gains. In detail, this concerns the following
types of (re)selections:
a) from a macrocell to an underlying small cell,
b) from a small cell to an overlying macrocell,
c) from a small cell to a small cell under the same macrocell.
In order to evaluate the potential beneﬁts in the area of mobility
management, these three types of handovers are calculated in terms of
number of events per UE per hour [104] for scenarios with 10 MA small
cells per macrocell and T = 18dB. The obtained results are presented in
Fig. 4.10.
One can notice that the number of the cell handovers between the
macrocell and underlying MA small cells is nearly the same in both di-
rections which can be explained by the mobility model properties. Even
though in this scenario handover failures were not simulated, it can be
expected that in the dual connectivity architecture, these values remain
very similar because macrocell controls the connectivity of UEs through
a more stable and better quality connection than could be oﬀered by
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Figure 4.10: Number of handovers/UE/h. 10 MA small cells per macrocell,
T = 18 dB.
small cells. Therefore, the risk of a RLF failure is much lower and conse-
quently, the number of successful mobility operations is presumed to be
much higher. In contrast, in the traditional architecture multiple RLFs
would cause increase of additional cell reselection triggers for one of the
directions depending on the network settings such as small cell range
expansion bias or mobility related parameters. Another important ob-
servation is that in total, the number of three types of cell (re)selections
bringing potential beneﬁts accounts for over 70 %. For all those, the risk
of a Handover (HO) failure can be minimised in the dual connectivity
architecture.
4.5.2 Energy Eﬃciency
Dual connectivity architecture can also contribute to the reduction of
energy consumption in mobile networks. The beneﬁts could be observed
both, at the network and UE side. Small cells need to transmit soft-pilots
for identiﬁcation purposes and to enable CQI measurements by the UEs.
Hence, their periodicity can be lower than that of the macrocell pilot
signal which results in energy savings. The diﬀerence between CSI-RS
and CRS is as 5-80 ms to 1 ms, respectively. Furthermore, in the absence
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of UEs small cells can be put into micro sleep mode without the need of
instant transmission of their soft-pilots. This could result in additional
gains in terms of energy eﬃciency.
On the other hand, UEs can extend their battery life thanks to lower
energy required for the pilot signal measurement. As discussed in 4.4.3,
reducing the amount of soft-pilots in the network can make the measure-
ment faster and more energy eﬃcient. Furthermore, additional savings
can be brought by the characteristics of the soft-pilot signal itself. Here,
it is proposed to use CSI-RS that occupies 2 REs over 2 Orthogonal Fre-
quency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) symbols instead of CRS using
8 REs over 4 OFDM symbols. Hence, in this dual connectivity archi-
tecture UEs would need to decode two times less symbols in order to
perform the CQI reporting when compared to traditional small cell de-
ployment. It needs to be noted, however, that the gains are available
only when no data is scheduled for a UE. Otherwise, all the symbols
are decoded. Quantitative analysis of saved energy requires a very de-
tailed energy model of a UE including data about energy consumption
while performing pilot measurements. Currently, no such detailed energy
model is available and this could be perceived as a direction for future
work.
If CSI-RS was to be used as a soft-pilot, further study needs to be
performed. Recently, much attention within 3GPP has been dedicated
towards the quality of RSRP measurement over CSI-RS. The link level
simulation assumptions for such evaluation are documented in [105],
where the pilot periodicity of 40 ms. is chosen. From the industrial
contributions [106108] it can be concluded that the factors improving
measurement accuracy are:
a) higher SNR
b) higher pilot density
c) longer measurement period
Referring to the above factors, worse measurement quality can be
expected in case for cell-edge and high-speed UEs. On the other hand,
it is usually the more static UEs that use the service provided by small
cells.
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Ways of improving the measurement accuracy can be based on in-
creasing the pilot density, e.g., from the evaluated 40 ms to 20 ms, and
extending the measurement period, e.g., from 200 ms to 400 or even
800 ms. Currently in LTE the RSRP measurements are taken over 5
subframe samples within 200 ms. As one can notice, increasing the den-
sity of CSI-RS to e.g., 20 ms would make a UE decode exactly the same
number of symbols as in the case of CRS, thus neglecting the poten-
tial gains. The pilot density can be increased not only in time but also
frequency domain. Indeed, taking measurements over wider bandwidth
results in signiﬁcantly better results [109,110].
Lastly, prolonging the measurement period can also improve the mea-
surement accuracy. In this case, the system needs to account for longer
measurement delays [110]. On the other hand, longer period would pre-
vent fast moving users not connecting to small cells from taking unnec-
essary measurements. To properly realize that, a trade-oﬀ between the
measurement period and the UE speed would need to be investigated.
4.6 Conclusions
This chapter provided a comprehensive overview of the new HetNet ar-
chitecture with split C-plane and U-plane. The topic is of high interest
among 3GPP and equipment vendors, as it can signiﬁcantly mitigate
mobility problems in HetNets. The framework is RAT-agnostic and of-
fers scalable solution supporting dense deployments of small cells. It
can thus be forecasted as the future network architecture. Before any
real deployment takes place, some issues would need deeper and broader
investigation, including cell association and mobility studies.
After removal of C-plane from MA small cells, a soft-pilot signal used
as a cell identiﬁer and for channel state estimation purposes needs to be
designed and uniquely assigned to every small cell. Here, as an example
soft-pilot CSI-RS was used, which is a reference signal newly introduced
in LTE-A to facilitate MIMO operations.
Soft-pilot assignment problem was solved using ILP formulation and
a number of heuristics. Feasibility of the new architecture was demon-
strated by verifying that the number of necessary CSI-RSs for a variety of
deployment scenarios does not exceed the amount deﬁned by the 3GPP,
while ensuring collision and confusion avoidance.
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Potential gains resulting from the new HetNet architecture in terms
of mobility and energy eﬃciency were also discussed. An important con-
clusion is that for a number of diﬀerent deployment scenarios over 70 %
of cell (re)selections are triggered under the same umbrella macrocell.
Hence, dual connectivity can yield signiﬁcant improvement of mobility
management.
It should be underlined, that regardless whether one of the existing
pilot signals will be used as a soft-pilot, e.g. CSI-RS, or a new designated
signal will be proposed for the purposes described in this chapter, the
challenge of providing optimal assignment, as well as ensuring suﬃcient
pilot quality remain valid.
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Chapter 5
Mobile Networks with Shared
Resources
This chapter analyses mobile networks from a diﬀerent perspective than
before. In this work, cellular systems with shared resources are of interest
and teletraﬃc theory is used for modelling and performance evaluation.
A mobile network is modelled as a circuit switched network with direct
routing and various network dimensioning strategies are considered in
the numerical analysis. The results discuss the beneﬁts of sharing and
evaluate the gains in each of the case scenarios.
After a short introduction in 5.1, motivation of this work is discussed
in 5.2 and an overview of related work is presented in 5.3. Section 5.4
introduces the network layout along with its equivalent direct routing
model. Numerical results of three diﬀerent scenarios are provided in 5.5
and ﬁnally Section 5.6 concludes this chapter.
5.1 Introduction
Rapid and dynamic evolution of mobile networks has resulted in de-
ployments of various RATs that nowadays form a network with highly
overlapping cells. This provides better coverage, and higher Quality of
Experience (QoE) to users with multimode terminals, as they may alter-
nate between RATs. This fast development of mobile networks is highly
driven by ever increasing user expectations and popularity of mobile data
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Figure 5.1: Example network with shared resources.
services. However, with the high traﬃc demand and ﬂat subscriptions
rates, the revenue of the operators decreases, as the cost related to net-
work deployment, upgrades and maintenance grows at a very high speed.
Therefore, operators are seeking ways to lower the CAPEX and OPEX
associated with providing the telecommunication service.
One of the possible solutions to reduce the network cost is to share
some of the network resources with other operators. Resource sharing
facilitates higher resource utilisation, copes better with asymmetric traf-
ﬁc load and enables better load balancing. Sharing the BS sites is also
a straightforward way to increase the network coverage. An example
network with shared resources is illustrated in Fig. 5.1.
In the future, it is expected that various wireless systems will share
part of the infrastructure and radio resources, cooperate, and comple-
ment each other. Such idea has already been implemented for operators
that do not have their own physical network. In this case, they can lease
the necessary equipment from others, thus becoming virtual operators.
Today, there are two main drivers behind resource sharing in future
networks and the next section provides a detailed discussion presenting
motivation for this study.
5.2 Motivation
Both challenges and deployment directions discussed below, require net-
work resource sharing, which makes the work in this area relevant for
the development of future mobile networks.
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5.2.1 Spectrum Crunch
With the new broadband services and high demand for mobile traﬃc,
future wireless systems will require much higher capacity than can be
provided today. According to [111] there are three major ways of ca-
pacity enhancement, namely additional spectrum bands, higher spectral
eﬃciency and dense deployment.
The possibility of using unlicensed spectrum around 2.4 and 5 GHz,
as well as refarming 900 and 1800 MHz bands will in the future sig-
niﬁcantly increase the spectrum available for broadband data. Higher
frequencies can be used for short-distance links, like in the case of small
cells. It is also expected that new bands will become available after
ITU-R World Radiocommunication Conference in 2016 [111].
However, new spectrum bands alone will not be suﬃcient to satisfy
the future traﬃc demands. To take as much advantage of spectrum
as possible, spectral eﬃciency should be signiﬁcantly increased. Intel-
ligent spectrum management, advanced multi-antenna techniques, such
as beamforming and MIMO, together with spectrum sharing are the key
enablers to achieve higher spectral eﬃciency.
Cognitive radio [69] is an intelligent radio capable of automatic recon-
ﬁguration. Secondary cognitive users are able to intelligently adapt their
radio parameters to observed radio environment with for example the
support of SDR, and to access licensed spectrum when its primary users
are inactive. Dynamic Spectrum Access (DSA) can be perceived as an
example of cognitive radio, which is a much broader concept [112]. Chal-
lenges and implementation directions are widely covered in [113]. Finally,
one of the recent proposals considers spectrum sharing among diﬀerent
technologies, through for example CA between LTE and HSPA [111,114].
Here, we stress that sharing radio resources will be unavoidable in the fu-
ture mobile networks. Therefore, research eﬀorts focusing on theoretical
characterisation of this kind of systems is of high importance.
5.2.2 Cloud Radio Access Network
C-RAN concept was presented brieﬂy in Chapter 1 and it will be de-
scribed more in detail here. The idea evolved from a DBS architecture
where a BS server responsible for BB processing is connected over a ﬁ-
bre link to a number of antennas, so-called RRHs. In C-RAN multiple
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Figure 5.2: Cloud-RAN architecture.
BBUs are gathered in one central physical location to enable resource
aggregation and pooling. A BBU pool serves a particular area with
a number of RRHs of macro and small cells. The topology of BBU pool-
RRH connections is scenario and implementation speciﬁc and C-RAN
supports a wide variety of architectures, for example chain deployments
for railway and other transportation networks, as well as star and ring
topologies depending on the needs. There is also a ﬂexible enhancement
to interconnect RRHs to each other, so-called daisy-chaining for further
coverage enhancement. An example C-RAN architecture is illustrated
in Fig. 5.2 which is based on [57].
This clear separation of BBUs from antennas has multiple advan-
tages. Together with smart antenna techniques it has the potential to
signiﬁcantly increase overall system capacity while keeping low energy
consumption. Furthermore, thanks to BBU aggregation, the number of
units can be reduced, which results in much lower cost of operation. For
instance, as indicated in Fig. 5.2 only three BBUs are used to serve four
BS sites, as they can be shared.
Since BBU resources are virtualised, some of the processing power
can be reduced during low traﬃc hours, thus aiding moving the network
capacity between business and residential areas. Moreover, in such a set-
up locally centralized collaborative management can be employed, which
leads to improved adaptability to dynamic and non-uniform traﬃc across
all connected RRHs. It also makes network upgrades faster and easier.
Finally, C-RAN supports multi-RAT operation, and in case of inter-
RAT management, centralization enables joint processing in such areas
as scheduling, interference coordination or traﬃc steering [50,51,57].
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Cooperation and network virtualisation are becoming one of the
main trends in saving OPEX and leading to better resource utilisation.
C-RAN architecture facilitates sharing resource, e.g., spectrum and hard-
ware on a BS site, among many partners. The overall beneﬁts of such
cooperation are appealing. However, it is also important to analyse the
eﬀects of sharing on the performance of collaborating partners and eval-
uate its inﬂuence not only on the entire system as whole, but also on
individual contributors.
5.2.3 Objectives
Both examples of resource sharing introduced above concern systems
with overlapping coverage. In systems with multiple services or RATs
oﬀered by one operator, the radio resources can be used separately or
they can be aggregated into several groups for common use, e.g., diﬀerent
frequency bands for diﬀerent services or entire spectrum available shared
among all of them. Naturally, the second approach is more eﬃcient and
allows for a better resource utilisation. While the overall advantage of
systems with shared resources is clear, its eﬀect on services, RATs or
operators needs further investigation.
In Chapter 2 the proposed resource management framework assumed
that every partner manages its own resources. As the tendency moves
towards network sharing, the goal of this work is to study theoretical
aspects of such cooperation, perform quantitative analysis of the resource
sharing inﬂuence on the network performance and evaluate its beneﬁts
for individual partners.
5.3 Related Work
Most existing works on systems with shared resources focus on access
methods, but a few proposals are directed towards performance and eco-
nomic eﬀects of resource sharing. Among those, [115] discusses infras-
tructure sharing strategies between the 3G and beyond network opera-
tors. The users are allowed to use diﬀerent networks thanks to roaming
agreements. The authors investigate three diﬀerent radio resource man-
agement schemes, namely complete partitioning, dynamic partitioning,
and adaptive partitioning with borrowing. The authors conduct studies
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for two operators and analyse the cell load utilisation. Furthermore, they
state that the capacity available to an operator should depend upon the
payment amount, but they do not investigate this further.
The impact of femtocells on the revenue of network operators is stud-
ied in [116]. The model considers one operator that oﬀers two types of
access: strictly macrocell and hybrid macro-femtocell with separated
and common resources, which are understood here as split, and common
spectrum scheme. The authors estimate the eﬀect of spectrum shar-
ing scheme on the operator's revenue. Another approach is presented
in [117], where the analysis is made for a macrocell with several femto-
cells, and the eﬀect of their openness has been analysed.
Some works also focus on game theoretical approach to resource and
revenue sharing in wireless heterogeneous networks. In [118], the authors
address the problem of competitive pricing between a number of network
providers who oﬀer the services through multiple radio access networks.
The paper proposes also a method of fair revenue sharing between the
cooperative operators as a result of a coalition game. They also focused
on cloud providers and model the problem as a hierarchical cooperative
game [119].
A method of allocating users requesting diﬀerent services to various
subsystems is proposed in [120]. It takes both the number of users and
available subsystems into account, and analyzes the inﬂuence of the as-
signment gain on the multiservice capacity. The performance of networks
with overlapping cells has been explored in [121]. The authors use the
network direct routing model, and in the performance analysis only cells
of the equal size are considered.
In this work we focus on the dynamic partitioning case where a spe-
ciﬁc part of resources belonging to a cell is open for all other operators.
We also evaluate how the degree of sharing inﬂuences the operator's per-
formance. Various scenarios with diﬀerent traﬃc load are investigated
in terms of individual performance gains. More importantly, numerous
network dimensioning strategies are evaluated, e.g., ﬁxed blocking and
improvement function, and situations when equal resource sharing leads
to uneven beneﬁts are indicated and discussed.
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5.4 Network Model
To represent the problem, a wireless environment consisting of multiple
cells and a set of UEs that are capable of connecting to any operator
or RAT oﬀering a service at their current location is considered. The
cells overlap and share some resources among each other. Inspired by
the motivation of this work, the considered network model is for example
applicable to the following scenarios:
a) multiple cells oﬀering the service through diﬀerent but coexisting and
cooperating RATs, like LTE, HSPA or EDGE,
b) several operators oﬀering service over certain area and sharing the
resources via C-RAN,
c) an operator oﬀering numerous services with diﬀerent coverage.
In this kind of environment it is assumed that users are free to switch
between all cells/RATs/operators covering their position. A neighbour-
ing cell may belong to the same operator as the serving one, another
operator, or a diﬀerent RAT. Furthermore, seamless rearrangement of
calls is possible between the cells. Moreover, global intelligence of the
system is considered, meaning that the knowledge about the entire net-
work is given at any level. In case when all the channels become busy
in an area, particular connections may be rearranged in order to re-
lease some of the channels. In more complex systems, higher number
of handovers would be needed to move an idle channel from one area
to another. Global intelligence of a system is a very important assump-
tion, as from a theoretical point of view, systems with global intelligence
have the product form which makes it possible to perform traﬃc mod-
elling and analysis. Due to the restrictions on the number of calls in
particular areas, the network above can be represented by an equivalent
circuit switched network with direct routing, which is introduced in the
following sections.
5.4.1 Direct Routing Network Model
Before the entire network model with its underlying complexity is pre-
sented, a model of a single link that the network is comprised of will be
introduced ﬁrst.
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Single Link
Let us consider a single link with capacity of n basic bandwidth units
denoted here as channels. This link is oﬀered N traﬃc ﬂows of Bi-
nomial - Poisson - Pascal (BPP) traﬃc. Every traﬃc ﬂow j is char-
acterized by mean value Aj and peakedness (variance/mean ratio) Zj
(j = 1, 2, . . . , N). A call of ﬂow j requires dj channels for the entire
duration of a connection. The system is assumed to work as a fully ac-
cessible lost-calls-cleared system. This means that a call from ﬂow j will
be blocked if more than n − dj channels are busy. Without loss of gen-
erality it is further assumed that all the holding times are exponentially
distributed with mean value chosen as a time unit. The model is insen-
sitive to the holding time distribution, and each ﬂow may furthermore
have individual values of mean holding time. The considered model can
be described by an N -dimensional Markovian process with state space
(i1, i2, . . . , iN ), where ij represents the number of connections of ﬂow j.
Therefore, the state space S can be deﬁned as follows:
(i1, i2, . . . , ij , . . . , iN ) ∈ S, ij ≥ 0, i =
N∑
j=1
ij dj ≤ n .
where i denotes the total number of occupied bandwidth units. The
state probability p(i1, i2, . . . , iN ) is equivalent to the mean proportion
of time when exactly {i1, i2, . . . , iN} connections of diﬀerent types are
established.
Since the system has the product form, the state probability can be
expressed as:
p(i1, i2, ..., iN ) = p(i1) · p(i2) · ... · p(iN ).
Here, p(ij) is the one-dimensional state probability of ﬂow j which is a
classical BPP loss system with n channels. In order to obtain the true
state probabilities, the total probability needs to be normalized, as the
global state space was truncated at state n. Due to the product form,
convolution algorithm introduced in [122] can be used to perform state
space aggregation. For instance, ﬂow one and two can be aggregated
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into a single slow as follows:
p(i12 = i) = p(i1) ∗ p(i2) | {i1 + i2 = i}
=
i∑
x=0
p(i1 = x) · p(i2 = i− x), i = 0, 1, . . . , n.
Following the same steps, N -dimensional state space can be aggre-
gated into a two-dimensional state space, where all the ﬂows except ﬂow
m are aggregated into one stream. This way the detailed performance
measures for ﬂow m can be found. Finally, performance measures of
all the streams can be calculated by changing the order in which the
convolution operation is performed.
Network
Having introduced the single link model, let us focus now on a group
of such links creating a network. A network with direct routing is then
characterized by number of routes N , number of links K, and channels
dj,k used by route Rj on link Lk. This can be represented as shown in
Table 5.1.
Table 5.1: Direct Routing Network
Link Route Capacity
R1 R2 ... RN
L1 d1,1 d2,1 ... dN,1 n1
L2 d1,2 d2,2 ... dN,2 n2
. . . . .
... ... ... ... ...
. . . . .
LK d1,K d2,K ... dN,K nK
As discussed in the case of a single link, it is possible to truncate the
state space of a reversible process without changing the relative value
of the remaining states and following normalisation provides probability
values of the considered states. This process is slightly more compli-
cated in case of a network. However, also in a direct routing network,
i
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the product form between the traﬃc ﬂows, that is routes, enables such
operation. Here, every link corresponds to a restriction. In detail, if the
state space is denoted by (i1, i2, . . . , iN ), where ij ≥ 0 now represents
the number of connections for route j, then the following restriction for
link k can be formulated:
N∑
j=1
ij · dj,k ≤ nk, k = 1, 2, . . . ,K.
In order to keep record of the state space restriction, the number of
busy channels on each link, alternatively the number of connections of
each route, needs to be known. Similarly as before, the performance mea-
sures can be found using the convolution algorithm, with the diﬀerence
that in this case multidimensional vectors are used for this operation.
5.4.2 Cellular Networks
Mapping between a cellular system and the direct routing network model
is done in such a way that route Ri matches area Ai and a link corre-
sponds to a particular restriction. The number of links K becomes equal
to the number of contiguous areas that can be built up from the distin-
guishable areas. If all N cells are partially overlapping the total number
of links becomes equal to K = 2N − 1, after exclusion of the empty set.
The link index explicitly deﬁnes routes that use it, as all the non-empty
subsets of the link's indices mark the possible routes. Thus, for example
link Lij will be used by the routes Ri, Rj and Rij .
For performance evaluation purposes, we will consider two overlap-
ping cells of diﬀerent capabilities as depicted in Fig. 5.3. This will lower
the computational complexity and provide better understanding of the
problem without losing generality. The use-case scenario can be inter-
preted as two cells belonging to diﬀerent operators, using various RATs
or being served by C-RAN with joint processing, where capacity can be
deﬁned as the number processors available within the pool and demand
as the number of jobs to complete by the two partners. In this work, the
focus is on scenario a) introduced above as a reference. Hence, the term
resources is used with relation to channels, and call blocking probability
will be used as the performance metric. However, in a broader context
resources can refer to spectrum, computational power or infrastructure.
i
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Figure 5.3: Network model.
Fig. 5.3 shows the network model considered in this study comprising
of two cells C1 and C2. The cells are characterized by the number of
accessible channels n1 and n2 in areas A1 and A2, respectively. Addi-
tionally, due to the overlap, UEs in area A12 have access to the services
oﬀered by both BSs and n12 = n1 + n2 channels. Optimal rearrange-
ment (call packing) is assumed and therefore, users in A12 will experience
smaller call blocking probability than those in the separate areas, as they
have access to the entire pool of all the available resources.
For the cellular network model investigated in this work, a set of
restrictions on the number of calls in particular areas may be formulated
as:
0 ≤ x1 ≤ n1 (5.1)
0 ≤ x2 ≤ n2 (5.2)
0 ≤ x1 + x2 + x12 ≤ n1 + n2 (5.3)
where xi represents number of existing connections in area Ai. There-
fore, the considered system can be transformed to a network with direct
routing. Using the approach presented at the beginning of this section,
the equivalent direct routing network can be obtained and Table 5.2
shows the mapping for the considered scenario.
It can be noticed that route R1 occupies one channel on link L1 and
L12, route R2 uses channels on L2 and L12, whereas R12 uses only one
channel on link L12. Additional routes with diﬀerent channel demand
i
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Table 5.2: Direct Routing Equivalent
Link Route Capacity
R1 R2 R12
L1 1 0 0 n1
L2 0 1 0 n2
L12 1 1 1 n1 + n2
could be deﬁned for multirate traﬃc. Referring to Fig. 5.3, routes are
identiﬁed as follows: route R1 corresponds to area A1 (without the over-
lap), route R2 to area A2 (without the overlap) and ﬁnally route R12
represents the overlap region A12. Links of the example network are
deﬁned in such a way that link L1 denotes area A1 corresponding to
restriction (5.1), link L2 refers to area A2 and restriction (5.2) whereas
link L12 represents the entire network with a restriction deﬁned in (5.3).
5.5 Numerical Analysis
The performance evaluation is done for three scenarios that are charac-
terized by diﬀerent traﬃc distributions and network dimensioning strate-
gies. The presented model is applicable to BPP traﬃc, multi-rate traﬃc
and multiple cells. To keep the case studies manageable, Poisson arrival
processes, single-slot traﬃc, and two cells are chosen. All of the examples
consider two overlapping cells of various traﬃc load where the users are
uniformly distributed over the cells area. Due to the Poisson Arrivals
See Time Averages (PASTA) property, time, call, and traﬃc congestion
are equal and time congestion is used as a performance measure.
In the numerical experiments, the amount of traﬃc in the common
area A12 can be regulated by the cell overlap percentage because of
the uniform users distribution. The inﬂuence of sharing degree is then
investigated in diﬀerent areas of the network as indicated in Fig 5.3.
5.5.1 Proportional Traﬃc Load
The ﬁrst case scenario considers two cells of variable traﬃc load that are
proportional to each other. The ﬁrst cell has 30 channels and oﬀered
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Figure 5.4: Call blocking probability as a function of cell overlap.
traﬃc A1=25 Erl. The second one is half the size with A2=12.5 Erl over
15 channels. Starting from the two separate cells, the overlap between
the two cells is being increased gradually up to 50%, and call blocking
probability is determined in all the three areas. The total blocking prob-
ability is calculated as traﬃc weighted average of all the areas and the
obtained results are presented in Fig. 5.4.
The highest blocking is observed for separate cells (with no overlap),
which is obtained by Erlang-B formula and equals 5.26% and 10.04% for
the ﬁrst and the second cell, respectively. With the increase of the overlap
and common resources, performance of the system represented by total
call blocking probability improves signiﬁcantly. The overlap area A12 is
characterized by the lowest blocking, since the users have access to all
the channels of both cells. The value converges to the value of blocking
for a system with total overlap which from Erlang-B formula equals to
E45(37.5)=3.25%. It can also be clearly seen that the performance of
the system with only 30% of overlap is very close to the one with full
accessibility.
Let us now consider a system with 20% overlap, which would result
in the oﬀered traﬃc of 20 Erl in area A1, 10 Erl in area A2 and 7.5 Erl
in common area A12, where the ﬁrst cell contributes with 5 Erl and the
second with 2.5 Erl. We calculate the blocking in the three areas using
i
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88 Mobile Networks with Shared Resources
the equivalent network with direct routing and we ﬁnd it equal to 3.11%
for separate area A1, 5.55% for A2 and 2.87% for common area A12.
The weighted overall blocking is at the level of (3.11% · 20.0 + 5.55% ·
10.0 + 2.87% · 7.5)/37.5 · 100% = 3.71%. Noticeably, the blocking for
area A1 is lower than for a fully accessible system and this tendency is
observed for overlap higher than 15%. The lowest values are noticed for
20% and 25% of overlap and are equal to 3.11% and 3.12%, respectively.
After reaching its minimum value, blocking for A1 steadily increases to
the limiting value 3.25%. The bigger cell C1 clearly beneﬁts more from
this strategy, as by opening its resources for common use, it accepts only
2.5 Erl more traﬃc. On the other hand, cell C2 accepts 5 Erl more which
is 40% of its own load and allows it to compete for the same n2 channels.
In the next two test case scenarios we will investigate, whether a sim-
ilar property is observed when the system is dimensioned according to
ﬁxed blocking and ﬁxed improvement function. The goal of such dimen-
sioning is to balance the grade of service, interpreted here as the call
blocking probability, and the economic aspects of network operation.
5.5.2 Fixed Blocking
In the second scenario ﬁxed blocking probability is considered, which is
initially set at the low level of E = 1% for both cells when they are
separate. The available number of channels remains the same and the
oﬀered traﬃc is adjusted to meet the chosen blocking rate: 20.337 Erl for
the ﬁrst cell and 8.108 Erl for the second cell, as given in the Table 5.3
below.
Table 5.3: Cell Parameters for Fixed Blocking En(A)=1%
Cell C1 C2
n 30 15
A [Erl] 20.337 8.108
The experiment is performed in the same way, as before. Call block-
ing probability is observed as a function of the cell overlap and the results
are depicted in Fig. 5.5.
Similarly to the previous scenario, the highest call blocking probabil-
ity is observed for the two separate cells as set to 1%. When the overlap
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Figure 5.5: Call blocking probability as a function of cell overlap
 Fixed separate blocking.
increases, blocking decreases for both areas A1 and A2 and with 30%
overlap it reaches the value as for a fully accessible system which in this
case from Erlang-B formula equals E45(28.45)=0.099%. This means that
thanks to channel sharing, the system performance can be signiﬁcantly
improved, as the total call blocking probability can be lowered by a fac-
tor of 10. Users having access to all 45 channels in overlap area A12
experience the lowest blocking, as their calls can be redirected to any of
the cells. The system is more stable than in the previous example, as
we observe constant reduction in the blocking probability and smooth
convergence to the limiting value 0.099%.
5.5.3 Improvement Function Dimensioning
Finally, the third dimensioning case considers ﬁxed improvement func-
tion, which is deﬁned as the increase of carried traﬃc when the number
of channels is increased by one:
Fn(A) = Yn+1 − Yn = A{En(A)− En+1(A)}.
By deﬁnition 0 ≤ Fn(A) ≤ 1 since a single channel can carry at most
one Erlang. Setting the improvement function to a ﬁxed value means
that adding a channel to a channel group will increase the carried traﬃc
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Figure 5.6: Call blocking probability as a function of cell overlap
 Fixed separate improvement function.
by the same amount for all the channel groups. Here, a channel group
is equivalent to a separate cell.
In this scenario improvement function is set to Fn(A) = 0.2 for both
separate cells. The number of channels remains the same as before and
oﬀered traﬃc is adjusted, such that it becomes 23.284 Erl for cell C1
and 10.767 Erl for the second cell, as presented in Table 5.4.
Table 5.4: Cell Parameters for Fixed Improvement Function Fn(A)=0.2
Cell C1 C2
n 30 15
A [Erl] 23.284 10.767
En(A) [%] 3.225 5.314
The eﬀect of ﬁxed improvement function dimensioning is presented in
Fig. 5.6. The ﬁgure shows that the total call blocking probability reaches
lower values for higher overlap degree. We also observe similar property
as in the ﬁrst scenario, since blocking probability steadily decreases for
area A2 and increases for overlap area A12. However, in the case of
separate area A1, it decreases reaching its minimum value of 1.22% for
30% overlap and increases again with higher overlap converging to the
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Figure 5.7: Call blocking probability reduction as a function of cell overlap.
value of blocking from Erlang-B formula- 1.24% for this scenario. It can
be clearly seen that the bigger cell beneﬁts more from the sharing re-
sources, as in particular conditions the blocking probability drops below
the value for a fully accessible system.
5.5.4 Performance Comparison
This subsection compares the results obtained in the three scenarios
analysed above. For this purpose, call blocking probability reduction is
introduced as a measure to perform comparative analysis. It is deﬁned as
the percentage of call blocking probability drop with regard to a scenario
without resource sharing. The results are depicted in Fig.5.7.
The most fair and beneﬁcial sharing is observed for the scenario with
ﬁxed initial blocking probability. Here, with only 30% of overlap, the
blocking probability in separate areas is reduced by nearly 90% whereas
for the other two analysed scenarios the reduction was possible in the
range between 40% and 70%. Furthermore, we notice a general ten-
dency of greater blocking reduction for bigger area A1 when compared
to A2. For the scenario with proportional oﬀered traﬃc dimensioned
according to improvement function, this is true for the overlap lower
than 25%. When higher resource sharing degree is considered, bigger
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area A1 reaches call blocking probability values close to those obtained
from Erlang-B formula for a fully accessible system, and therefore no
more improvement is observed. In this case, blocking in smaller area A2
is further reduced and this cell can still beneﬁt from resource sharing. In
such cases both partners would need to carefully choose the pricing poli-
cies for the use of their resources as well as the oﬀered service. Setting
service prices and developing revenue sharing schemes for the presented
scenarios is another interesting and important topic in this context, but
out of the scope of this work.
5.6 Conclusions
This chapter has discussed mobile networks with shared resources and
presented examples motivating research in this area. As sharing re-
sources brings multiple advantages in terms of higher overall network
resource utilisation and better coverage, it is important to analyse its
beneﬁts towards individual partners in such cooperative business rela-
tionship. This chapter has presented the results of quantitative study of
the inﬂuence of shared resources on the performance in such systems.
Two operators with a common pool of resources were considered along
with three case scenarios with diﬀerent network dimensioning strate-
gies: proportional in terms of number of channels and traﬃc, with ﬁxed
blocking probability, and ﬁxed improvement function for separate cells.
A cellular network was modelled as a direct routing network and the
dependence between the degree of resource sharing and call blocking
probability was analysed.
It has been demonstrated that in general resource sharing is very
beneﬁcial for all the considered systems, as with only 30% of overlap i.e.,
partners' contribution to the common resource pool, the total blocking
probability is almost the same as for a system with full accessibility.
However, the results also show that cells with higher oﬀered traﬃc may
beneﬁt more than their smaller collaborator as they achieve signiﬁcantly
lower blocking probability when sharing only a small part of their re-
sources. The most fair beneﬁts from sharing are observed for the case
scenario with ﬁxed initial blocking probability. In the other two anal-
ysed cases, the disproportion between the two sharing partners was much
higher.
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The analysis has been performed for two operators and cells but
the presented study is applicable to various network scenarios including
resource sharing such as multi-RAT, HetNets and C-RAN. The obser-
vations are very general and should raise the awareness of network op-
erators about beneﬁts of resource sharing in various network scenarios.
The results presented in this chapter can be used to perform network
dimensioning leading to a valuable recommendation for the operators on
how to shape the sharing agreements in the best way.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions and Outlook
Since the ﬁrst deployment of an NMT system, mobile networks have un-
dergone several major changes in the continuous evolution. With the ad-
vancement of wireless technologies, they have become ubiquitous oﬀering
all kinds of services from traditional telephony, through text messaging
and content sharing to streamed media, and will soon support e-health,
augmented reality and tactile Internet services.
This chapter summarizes the results presented in this thesis and high-
lights some future research directions in the area of heterogeneous mobile
networks, where heterogeneity is deﬁned three-fold as:
1. multi-RAT networks,
2. HetNets,
3. various BS architectures.
This thesis makes several contributions in the areas indicated above
addressing current and future challenges in mobile networks develop-
ment.
A novel generic network resource management framework aligned
with the development directions of mobile networks has been proposed.
It takes into account not only radio resources, as the existing models,
but considers also optical and computational resources that come with
the new architecture of DBS or C-RAN. Because of that, the framework
is very generic and thanks to its universal character it can be applied to
a network characterized by any type of heterogeneity. Furthermore, it
95
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has been shown that the framework is compliant with SON and cognitive
principles, which makes it a valuable design scheme for the future man-
agement platform development. In this thesis it is discussed as a proposal
and a proper implementation, followed by validation over a number of
test cases should be investigated in order to fully take advantage of this
framework. Improvement of the work presented in this thesis could be
obtained by developing a test-scenario and a thorough evaluation of the
signalling performance among the modules, paying special attention to
latency.
Following this direction, a review of the available optimisation meth-
ods of serving cell selection in multi-RAT environment has been provided.
Since the existing schemes perform only one-time optimization, and do
not take into account handover as a decision dimension, or are charac-
terized by heuristic properties, a novel optimisation model addressing
these gaps has been proposed. Applying the big−M formulation, it au-
tomatically selects users to be served and provides the optimal solution
at the ﬁrst attempt. Using developed simulation and optimisation mod-
els, performance evaluation has been made and the results show that
the proposed scheme allows for a signiﬁcant reduction of unnecessary
handover operations at the cost of slightly lower throughput.
A number of future studies using the same set-up are apparent, for
instance including CA between two diﬀerent RATs or further evaluation
of the utility function. It needs to be noted, however, that the presented
study covers only MLB optimisation. In SONs MLB is highly inﬂuenced
by MRO and therefore, it is desired to control not only resource utilisa-
tion through optimal RAT selection but also parameters related to the
handover procedure. It would be then recommended to carry out joint
optimisation in these two areas.
When addressing heterogeneity resulting from HetNet deployment,
this thesis provides an evaluation of a new dual connectivity architec-
ture based on C-plane and U-plane separation. Requirements towards
a soft-pilot signal for the MA small cells have been described and an ILP
model together with a set of heuristic approaches have been developed to
provide collision and confusion-free assignment. It has been shown that
according to 3GPP scenarios, 10 unique signals are required to ensure
proper operation and thus the architecture feasibility has been demon-
strated when CSI-RS is used as an example soft-pilot. Further study has
i
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revealed the potential of the dual connectivity architecture in terms of
mobility management and energy eﬃciency.
The ﬁndings underlined above provide the following insights for fu-
ture research in this direction. A more exhaustive discussion and eval-
uation of the energy savings than provided in the thesis would be very
important. However, for that purpose a detailed energy model of a UE
is required and that can be expected from the standardisation bodies
in the near future. Furthermore, an additional study investigating the
accuracy of CSI-RS with higher density and longer measurement period
by the link level simulations would be valuable also for further design of
a dedicated soft-pilot. Lastly, it would be also recommended to analyse
the dual connectivity architecture from the macrocell perspective and
determine signalling overhead and computational requirements related
to handling the C-plane of the underlying MA small cells.
Finally, as the tendency observed in the telecommunications industry
shows a clear trend towards network sharing among many providers, an
analysis of the the impact of shared network resources among diﬀerent
operators on their network performance has been done. Using the direct
routing network model the inﬂuence of the degree of resource sharing
on the blocking ratio has been evaluated. The quantitative study has
been performed for three diﬀerent network dimensioning strategies and
one of the more signiﬁcant ﬁndings emerging from this study is that
partners with higher number of resources beneﬁt more from entering
such collaboration. From the evaluated scenarios it can be concluded
that initial network dimensioning according to ﬁxed blocking is the most
fair. The results provide an insight into sharing strategies and can be of
a importance when making network deployment decisions and shaping
cooperation agreements.
Speciﬁc topics in the areas outlined above have been treated sepa-
rately. However, the proposed resource management framework tries to
address all the aspects of mobile network heterogeneity. Given that we
observe a true convergence of the wireless technologies, it would be valu-
able to perform an overall analysis of the entire system and investigate
the trade-oﬀs between diﬀerent components, i.e., RATs, cells of diﬀerent
size and various BS architectures.
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6.1 Towards 5G
The work presented in this thesis addresses heterogeneity in mobile net-
works and spans across a broad range of topics. The presented analysis,
obtained results and observation of the trends in research and industry
open up future work in the following directions.
6.1.1 Machine to Machine Communication
Besides network evolution, we observe also device evolution that be-
come more and more powerful. The future wireless landscape will serve
not only mobile users through such devices as smartphones, tablets or
game consoles but also a tremendous number of any other devices, such
as cars, smart grid terminals, health monitoring devices and household
appliances that would soon require a connection to the Internet. The
number of connected devices will proliferate at a very high speed. It
is estimated that the Machine to Machine (M2M) traﬃc will increase
24-fold between 2012 and 2017 [123].
M2M communication is already today often used in ﬂeet monitor-
ing or vehicle tracking. Possible future usage scenarios include a wide
variety of e-health applications and devices, for instance new electronic
and wireless apparatus used to address the needs of elderly people suf-
fering from diseases like Alzheimer's, or wearable heart monitors. Such
sensors would enable patient monitoring and aid doctors to observe pa-
tients constantly and treat them in a better way. It will also reduce the
costs of treatment, as it can be done remotely, without the need of going
to a hospital.
Remote patient monitoring using a Body Area Network (BAN), where
a number of wireless sensors, both on-skin and implanted, record the
patient's health parameters and sends reports to a doctor, will soon be-
come a reality and an important part of 5G paradigm. Therefore, in
order to oﬀer e-health services, 5G will need to provide high bandwidth,
meet extremely high QoS requirements and implement enhanced secu-
rity mechanisms. Furthermore, extended work will need to be done to
eﬃciently manage radio resources, due to high diversity of traﬃc types,
ranging from the reports sent periodically by the meters, to high quality
medical video transmission.
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6.1.2 Enhanced Local Area Access
Small cell solutions and further network densiﬁcation are perceived as
means to cope with the exponential traﬃc growth in the coming years.
The additional tier of LPNs, referred also as local area access [97, 124],
can signiﬁcantly enhance the coverage and boost the capacity of mobile
networks and it has become of a great interest in 3GPP LTE Release
12. The dual connectivity architecture discussed in this thesis is one of
the key enablers to eﬃciently integrate both network tiers and address
current research challenges related to mobility. Further directions include
exploiting higher frequency bands, e.g., 3.5 GHz, and studying ideal, as
well as non-ideal backhaul solutions for the small cells [97, 124,125].
Since LTE does support interworking with both 3GPP and non-
3GPP based technologies, the IEEE 802.11 standard with some of its
amendments can become a great enhancement to mobile networks and
help balance the traﬃc through eﬃcient ooad techniques. Cisco esti-
mates that there are 800 million new WiFi devices every year [126], and
an average user is surrounded by numerous hotspots that could poten-
tially provide a service. Therefore, extensive research work on tighter
interworking with WiFi can be expected. From that perspective, two
amendments to IEEE 802.11 may be of particular interest.
IEEE 802.11u oﬀers automatic authentication and handover to WiFi
networks. The choice of the best available network, obtaining user cre-
dentials and ﬁnally connecting may become cumbersome. This new
amendment overcomes it by automating access network discovery and
selection, and supporting invisible authentication. It ensures ABC based
on a set of policies and preferences deﬁned by both, a user and network
operator.
IEEE 802.11s regards Wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs), which are
deﬁned as wireless multi-hop networks formed by the static mesh routers
providing distributed infrastructure for mesh clients over a full (each
node communicates with all the nodes in the network) or partial mesh
topology. Due to high popularity of devices equipped with WiFi, they
may be nowadays used to easily extend the coverage of public wireless
access, provide adaptive and ﬂexible wireless Internet connectivity and
ooad mobile traﬃc. WMNs are easy and inexpensive to deploy, as low
cost nodes with free software can be used. Furthermore, they are char-
acterized by SON properties. This makes them an attractive alternative
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especially within organised communities, as the network is scalable and
can grow spontaneously [127].
The coexistence of LTE and WiFi is now observable more as a co-
operation rather than competition. A multimode small cell working in
licensed as well as license-exempt spectrum band is available on the mar-
ket. The recent proposal includes a SON based traﬃc steering mecha-
nism for small cells [128]. Similarly as in JRRM [29], the delay sensi-
tive traﬃc is sent over the mobile network, whereas delay tolerant data
over WiFi. With the fast development of LTE and two attractive WiFi
amendments, much research and standardisation eﬀorts of 3GPP and
IEEE can be expected to address the challenge of ensuring seamless in-
terworking of these two RATs.
6.1.3 Visible Light and Millimetre Wave Communication
The spectrum used by mobile communication systems today becomes
congested and alternatives are needed to meet the future capacity de-
mands. One of the novel proposals includes using visible light bands,
where Light Emitting Diodes (LEDs) can be both a source of illumina-
tion and a hotspot [129]. This technology is not mature yet but attracts
more attention from the very dense small cell deployment and vehicu-
lar communication scenarios. This concept would make wireless service
available in areas that nowadays have limited service, such as hospitals
and aircrafts, and signiﬁcantly improve indoor data coverage in general.
Due to its very local character it has a great advantage when compared
to radio communication, which is security and privacy, as the communi-
cation cannot be eavesdropped unless an attacker gets into visual contact
with the transmitter.
There is also enormous potential in very high spectrum bands, e.g.,
28 or 60 GHz that provide also wider bandwidth and can support higher
data rates [130]. Millimetre waves greatly enable massive antenna solu-
tions, thus also higher speeds. The recent extensive feasibility study of
using 28 and 38 GHz frequencies for mobile communication was reported
in [131].
These two areas will surely attract much attention from academic
and industrial research communities in the coming years.
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To conclude, 5G will be a result of standards convergence, where
various technologies complement each other to reach the common goal
of providing truly ubiquitous service and facilitate such services as aug-
mented reality. Therefore, the need for an overall network resource man-
agement platform, seamless connectivity across multitude of RATs and
network technologies as well as mechanisms for resource sharing will be
even higher than today. Hopefully, the proposals presented in this thesis
can be treated as one of the steps in this direction, and thus help to
create a new wireless future.
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